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INTRODUCTION
One of the main problems in the nonprofit world is surely sustainability – how to
guarantee continuity and independence to organisations is a crucial part of democratic debate
and growth in any current society.
The aim of this report is to understand how to develop a self-learning pattern for small
nonprofits and how to make the best use of technology for fundraising.
Small NGOs (SNGOs, <15 employees) in Europe are facing rising operating costs in
terms of new skills to acquire, accelerating competition for public funds, and shrinking
government support, particularly in countries suffering from nationalism and restricting laws.
What is more, in May 2018 the EU Commission has put forward a plan to protect the European
values having a special focus on NGOs, launching a new Justice, Rights and Values Fund
aimed at strengthening civil society facing several threats in several member states. This is a
partial response to Fundamental Rights Agency report in 2018 stating that a fundamental
problem for European civil groups and SNGOs is to find sustainable long-term
financing as most rely on short-term projects or to have a fundraising strategy as they
do not have qualified personnel.
To answer to such a problem, our partnership aims at defining a rigorous pattern in terms
of competence and skills definition as well as educational material development –
equally we want to act at local level to create up-re-skilling patterns of staff of small
NGOs who are slowly losing their tenacious role regarding democratic action and social
incisiveness.
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WHY e-PATTERNS
The overall aim of e-PATTERNS project is to build capacity among small nongovernmental organisations in terms of digital skills and fundraising planning and
action. So far, small NGOs have suffered much more than bigger ones and they face concrete
risks of quitting their work, given their lower capability in adaptation and access to resources.
According to our empirical experience:,
- SNGOs experience too many costs/too much time to train their own staff in financial
literacy/digital competences;
- Adult education seems not to stand the pace of innovation, considered often of low quality
or not suitable.
- Many times practitioners ‘expect’ public funds and they face low pro-activity or fail to be
independent from public funds. Such a structural weakness is particularly evident in southern
European countries (with similar patterns in the rest of the partnership) when it comes to the
worrying data of financial & ICT literacy of adults.
In these terms, e-PATTERNS aims to be a very practical project. It is true that there are
many fundraising courses and educational activities done by universities or accredited
institutions – and that is also part of the problem. We face a reality where there are
many problems and small non-governmental organisations have the concrete issue to
access those courses as well as they cannot afford to train their own staff for long
periods. In this way, a flexible as well as a very result-oriented education is needed. That is
why an adult education perspective is needed. It is compatible with everyday issues as well
as responding to the very needs of operators. As such, e-PATTERNS project does not want
to be comprehensive nor can it be, due to the specific aims and target group involved.
Overall, what coronavirus situation has taught is the importance of an organic digital strategy
and the need of having a wider projection in terms of team work, of coordination, of usage of
digital tools to raise funds, and at least of making available for our target group different options
to reach fundraising goals.
It is worth mentioning some facts with reference to the European context on digital and
financial competencies, also to understand the urgency of action steaming from ePATTERNS.
Roughly speaking, one out of two adults in Europe show financial basic skills (S&P Global
FinLit Survey, 2015) and two out of three adults lack in basic digital capacities (DG Connect,
2017) and this is the actual context we want to work on.
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WHO WE ARE
Olemisen Balanssia (Finland) - Olemisen Balanssia ry is a non-governmental
organisation founded in 2014 in Raisio, Southwest Finland. To promote digital learning and
raise the awareness of open education, Olemisen Balanssia ry organizes educational,
recreational and multicultural activities in the Southwest Finland area as well as in entire
Finland.

COMCY (Cyprus) is a non-profit established in Nicosia. Its main scope is about providing
free training and educational opportunities to a variety of target groups.

Open Europe (Spain) Intercultural Association aims to promote an international spirit
aligned with the common European cultural objectives through intercultural dialogue,
exchange of knowledge and European awareness through the active participation of young
people, organisations and companies, in projects involving mobility, education and growth.

Wisamar Bildungsgesellschaft GmbH (Germany) is a non-profit education provider in
Leipzig, Germany, acting in vocational, cultural and adult education. Wisamar is accredited by
TÜV as an education provider according to AZAV principles (employment activities for the
Federal Employment Office) and also by the Office for Migration and Refugees as Integration
Course Provider.

p-Consulting (Greece) p-consulting.gr is an innovative and dynamic company in the field
of research and consultancy. It is located in Patras, but it also operates all over Greece and
Europe, with main objectives the provision of quality consulting services in business terms,
training, researching and supporting information and communication technologies. The
company is an active member of EfVET (European Forum of Technical and Vocational
Education and Training), due to its activities as a company that provides lifelong training.

Polygonal (Italy) is a non-profit organisation based in Cori, a small village in the rural
surroundings of Rome. It caters for local community needs with particular focus on digital
education for social inclusion. It works on active citizenship and on grassroots courses on a
number of topics, such as health access, open data and financial and digital literacy for elders,
young people and minorities. It also runs the municipal youth info point.
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THE CONTEXT AND THE SCOPE
Fund-raising is a complex activity and requires a rather broad set of knowledge, skills
and attitudes that are needed to bring a certain idea, activity, project, work funded or
partially supported by a specific audience.
In fact, fundraising requires one to embrace a broad approach - entrepreneurial techniques,
financial analysis, digital knowledge and branding for any sort of project, from social ones to
technological or community-based ones. However, small non-governmental organisations
often reckon fundraising just as a limited tool to finance something, and not a permanent
strategic activity that involves entrepreneurship strategies, financial and digital positioning as
well as digital marketing techniques.
Diversely, fundraising should become a mind-set, an orientation in the organisations where
each member can contribute to the brand and the economic development of his/her own
organisation. This can be done only through a bottom-up approach starting from basic financial
& ICT learning patterns and then accompanying adults to learn more complex concepts.
This working framework shows different parts:
1. A short reasoning on the concept of fundraising and how different countries define it and a
brief concept note on the existing needs regarding fundraising and digital competencies
connected to it.
2. An educational framework part, listing in a clear way which sort of competencies and
capacities small NGO operators need to set up a fundraising plan (this is the scope of the
work of the following parts of e-PATTERNS);
3. An annex that describes in a detailed way how fundraising laws, definitions, data and tools
come across in each European country and that can definitely guide non-profit operators.
A few further bulk considerations are important before continuing.
1. The understanding of small NGOs.
Indeed, we are aware that there is not a shared definition of what a non-governmental
organisation is. As such, to make our work as much portable and as useful as possible
we rather talk about non-profits, regardless of their legal status. In this way, also social
enterprises or cooperatives can be included, or associations, otherwise we risk to be
too narrow in the approach. In fact, in many countries, a non-governmental organisation is
understood as a humanitarian nonprofit, but this is not our scope. Therefore, we may use
associations, NGOs, nonprofits, organisations as synonymous.
Secondly, ‘small’ as a scale is defined as a nonprofit hiring less than 15 people or
whose stable staff – regardless of its contract situation – is not more than 15 people.
As a concrete example, we may involve hundreds of volunteers for an event, but that does not
mean that our permanent volunteers, managers etc. are more than 15.
2. This framework is the further reflection of the European Fundraising Association framework
on fundraising skills, but defined along a smaller scale of action, to make it directly usable by
small nonprofits.
3. This framework is not exhaustive. It is specifically aimed at supporting the work of nonprofits
with the previous characteristics, plus it does not want to substitute the work of other
6

specialised fundraising associations. In fact, it wants to be a lean and a free platform where
staff can get a first sound safe environment where to operate and test ideas.
4. This framework shows a novelty element – the inclusion of digital skills that are
complementary to the classical ones as defined from a pure fundraising perspective.
In this way, e-PATTERNS aims also to improve the digital competencies of operators
also capturing key competencies that are transversal to communication, critical and
social competencies.
What is more, the structure of the framework is the basis of the e-learning foreseen by ePATTERNS to support in a step-by-step way non-profit operators to define their own working
plan for their own organisations.
5. Digital skills considered by our framework are not ultra-basic ones, like what social networks
are, or emailing systems or privacy concepts, etc. We take them for granted, however we are
aware that many adults are not still there. Therefore, we have foreseen in our work extra
sources that can support any learner also in this sense in case there is a defined need.
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THE METHODOLOGY
Our work is defined along two main steps:
1. A desk research, which has gathered evidence, resources and information according
to the main current trends regarding fundraising, nonprofit activism, turnovers, legal
frameworks etc. This is particularly useful to understand and to explore main current
patterns.
2. A field research has involved more than 60 nonprofit managers/ coordinators/
representatives to share their views on their current situation on fundraising and on
their needs. We have adopted a likert scale following a number of facts and actions
according to an overall adopted initial framework.
In this way, we have combined a qualitative and quality focus with a holistic approach to finally
release a competence framework that can be used by small nonprofits in their current work.
A transformative perspective inspires the research - basically, our work does not indulge on
theory, but aims to concretely give answers and working tools for nonprofits.

HOW TO USE THE e-PATTERNS RESULTS
The competence framework is intended for use by project managers, NGO
managers/leaders/coordinators, advocacy organisations, trainers, and any other nonprofit entities. It can be used as a basis for developing courses, but above all as a
tracking guidance for fundraising practices of small NGOs.
The framework alone is not sufficient in terms of digital education strengthening in case of
absolute beginners – more resources have to be used, and they are indicated in the relevant
material. As the framework is not designed as fully comprehensive, conversely it is very useful
for the ones approaching for the first time to fundraising or who want to sharpen their current
practices.
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FUNDRAISING IN EACH COUNTRY
CYPRUS
Fund-raising facts
NGOs in Cyprus are facing many different problems concerning access to resources. This is
happening for several reasons. The fact that the legal and the regulatory framework in
Cyprus are not promoting particular access to these organisations to ensure resources.
They are defined as independent organisations, non-governmental and non-profit
organisations dedicated to the development and strengthening of civil society for several
issues (environment, poverty, education, policy, etc.).
Fundraising in Cyprus has not an official definition, but law provides a legislative framework
about the public collections of money, voted as the “Fund-raising Law” (2014).
The size of the nonprofit sector in Cyprus is around 4700 registered entities. This number is
dates back to 2017 and the reason is that after the new legislation concerning NGOs passed
in 2017 there have not been updated common data concerning the registered entities at
national level. Main working fields of the Cypriot non-profits are Health, Social services,
Humanitarian aid and Development, Innovation and Research, Culture, Education, Mobility
Corporate social responsibility
Until 2016 there was no organised function of a corporate social responsibility in Cyprus. From
2017, when the CSR was established in Cyprus constitutes the national partner of CSR
Europe with more than 50 enterprises members. The main aim of the network is the promotion,
the development and the application of the Corporate Social Responsibility. The members of
CSR Cyprus benefited from their participation in the network as they have the opportunity to
promote their actions regarding the CSR through the networks’ channels (website, social
media etc.). Moreover, they have the opportunity to participate together with other
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organisations/ companies in the design and implementation of programs relevant with
corporate volunteering, social actions etc.
Since 2012, the Cyprus government has reinforced efforts to promote social responsibility in
the business sector, through actions of awareness. A National Action Plan for CSR was
prepared by the DG EPCD in cooperation with all the Ministries and Services of the State, in
response to the European Communication in 2011.
Online fundraising
In Cyprus, there is not any type of regulation concerning crowdfunding nor a legal definition.
There are different types of crowdfunding in Cyprus but regarding the donation and reward
crowdfunding investments made only for the cause, as investors give their funds without any
expectation of any return and sometimes a reward can be offered, like tickets or gifts to the
investor, but definitely, the reward or return is of a non-financial nature.
“We Hug a Cause” is a Crowdfunding platform based on donation or rewards crowdfunding
in Cyprus serving the people in need/ with a cause as well as They support not only
individuals and organisations, or NGOs and charities but also innovative ideas, start-ups,
artists etc.
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FINLAND
Fund-raising facts
The new Money Collection Act entered into force on 1 March 2020. The purpose of the
Act is to streamline the process of fundraising through money collection and to ensure that
civil society can operate effectively.
As a fundraising method, money collecting is used to appeal to the general public for monetary
donations. In money collections, donors receive nothing in exchange for their donation of
money.
Fundraising requires either a money collection licence granted by the National Police
Board or, in the case of a small-scale money collection, submission of a notification to
the local police department. The Money Collection Act lays down provisions on certain
exemptions regarding licences and notifications.
Associations, foundations or religious communities engaged in non-profit activities can be
granted a money collection licence to fund such activities. Not all activities performed by these
organisations need to be non-profit, but funds collected through fundraising by this method
must be used for such a purpose. In addition, licences may be granted to certain bodies
specified in the Act, such as universities and universities of applied sciences. Money collection
licences are granted for an indefinite period. Licence holders must submit an annual report on
their money collecting to the National Police Board.
Corporate social responsibility
An Accounting Act amendment approved on 29 December 2016 requires certain types of
companies to report on their corporate social responsibility (CSR). The reporting obligation
applies to large undertakings that are public-interest entities, i.e. listed companies, credit
institutions and insurance companies with an average of more than 500 employees during
the financial year. In addition, the company’s turnover must be greater than EUR 40 million
or its balance sheet total more than EUR 20 million.
Online fundraising
The introduction of MobilePay for Finnish donors is expected to drive even more growth in
the future – particularly in the areas of monthly giving. Finnish donations account for 14% of
total in Nordic Countries. According to data from iRaiser’s peer-to-peer fundraising activities
in the Nordic countries, Finland has increased its share of donations from 8% in 2016 to
14% in 2019 up to 700k€.
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GERMANY
Fund-raising facts
This is the most shared definition of fundraising: “Fundraising is the systematic analysis,
planning, implementation and control of all activities of a tax-privileged organisation which aim
to procure all necessary resources (cash benefits, in-kind benefits and services) at the lowest
possible cost by consistently focusing on the needs of the resource providers (private
individuals, companies, foundations, public institutions)” (Urselmann 2016, p.3)
[own translation]
It is difficult to translate the whole concept behind the term “fundraising” (including networking,
marketing, building relationships with the donors, etc.) into German. Therefore, usually the
English term is used. In this way, the distinction between this term and traditionally used
terms like ‘donation collecting’ or ‘finding of means’ is made clearer. The term donation
collecting is rather used for activities like sending donation letters, collecting money on the
street or during events, etc. and doesn’t imply the exceeding concept of fundraising. The term
finding of means (in German: Mittelbeschaffung) is already closer to it, if means include not
only money, but also in-kind donations, etc.). However, this term does only refer to donations
for/ sponsoring of non-profit organisations, but can also be used within other contexts.
About 17,5 million of German citizens are engaged on a voluntary basis, however, the
third sector is not only based on volunteers but increasingly involves paid staff.
Nowadays about 10% of the employees in Germany are employed by a civil society
organisation, of which about 50% work part time.
This is also due to the fact that around 70% of people working in the third sector are women.
Over 40% of the employees in the field of health and social services are working for the third
sector. The same applies to employees in the field of education and training. Over the last
years, the number and importance of non-profit limited liability companies and other
organisations working in an economic but non-profit-making manner increased from
16.000 to 25.000 registered entities between 2010 and 2019. Associations and
foundations still mainly depend on volunteers and less than a third of these organisations
has paid staff.
The financing of non-profit organisations is very diverse, also depending on the field of
activity. In 2015, 51% of non-profit organisations had an annual budget of under 10.000€. On
average, 38,6% of the annual budget is generated through membership fees, 20,1% are
earned capital, 18,8% are donations, 11% come from public funds, 4,1% from sponsoring,
and 3,3% are investment income.
Depending on the field of activity, the mixture of financing varies: For example, membership
fees represent a bigger part of the financing for small associations in the field of
sports while investment income is relevant mainly for foundations. Only about a third of
all associations receive public funding, which is more important for non-profit limited liability
companies. The bigger an organisation is the more likely that it has access to public funding.
The projections of the annual overall donation capacity range in Germany from 3,7 billion to
8,0 billion Euro. This sum is donated by about a third of the German population.
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Corporate social responsibility
CSR is not only understood in terms of where the money goes (donations, sponsoring,
etc.) but also how the money is earned. Therefore, donations for or sponsoring of nonprofit organisations is just a small part of the whole concept.
The Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs curates a website under the name “CSR in
Germany”, with up-to-date information regarding the CSR strategy of the government. Like
the other EU countries, Germany is implementing the EU directive regarding the disclosure of
non-financial and diversity information. The national CSR-Forum adopted the “Berlin CSRConsensus” regarding corporate responsibility in supply and value chains. Furthermore, the
government awards a CSR price, and promotes CSR for SMEs through practical days in
different German regions to present the topics in an understandable way.
4 out of 5 companies in Germany donate money to charity and nearly half of the companies
donate regularly. The Corporate Citizenship Survey (published in December 2018) states that
companies donated about 9,5 billion Euro. According to another source, German companies
annually spend around 2 billion Euro for sponsoring and donate around 400 million euro to
charitable causes, especially in the field of sports and partially also in culture or other areas.
The difference between sponsoring and donation is not only the fact that there is a service in
return for sponsoring, but also that there are different tax regulations for them in Germany. For
organisations, it is better to receive donations, since income from sponsoring counts as
economic business operation with all tax consequences. But for companies sponsoring is
more attractive, since donations don’t count as operational expenditure.

Online fundraising
Digital fundraising is becoming more and more relevant and is increasingly seen as an
important factor by organisations. According to the Altruja Fundraising Study, with 16,06%
online fundraising is not one of the most important channels compared to company donations
(39,55%), funding through foundations (35,47%), mailings by post (33,98%), membership fees
(32,87%), or public funds (31,38%) (multiple answers were possible).
In the survey, the organisations also stated that within the next three years online fundraising
would become one of the most important channels. The same study says that reasons for not
using online fundraising yet are mainly lacking staff/ time, knowledge gaps, and insufficient
budget. In general, 68% of organisations say that they are active in online fundraising, yet
about one third of the organisations stated that they assess their level of digitalisation as low
or very low.
Especially in smaller organisations the scepticism towards social media and online
activities is still common. Digital or online fundraising includes many different
activities, since also a website, mailings or digital newsletters belong to it. These means
of communication are widely used compared to other opportunities of digital fundraising.
Online fundraising using social media is not used as often and rarely implemented in a
professional way.
The possibilities of collecting online donations increased during the last years. Many
organisations use donation software for direct donations through their websites. Social
media fundraising is gaining importance for example directly through Facebook. Also
crowdfunding becomes more and more relevant. Besides, there are several donation
platforms not only for monetary donations, but also donations in kind or donating time.
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GREECE
Fund-raising facts
In Greece, NGOs made their appearance in the 80s seeking to improve life quality of people.
In the following decade, NGOs gained more organized structure, better networking and greater
collectivity. Nowadays, NGOs not only protect the interests of citizens, but also promote active
citizenship and fight for a new form of public space.
NGOs are representative entities of Greek civil society. They are entities that historically began
many years ago worldwide, but in Greece it has not been developed as fast, although amid
Greece’s economic crisis, NGOs have been doing important work in humanitarian actions.
The benefits of NGOs, depending on their pursuing subject, are definitely many. The first and
foremost benefit is the support they provide to the people through their actions. Next is the
opportunity that they give to the people, who want to contribute voluntarily for the common
good in any way they can. This group of individuals are the active citizens, who devote enough
of their time in a collective effort to promote the community interests. Over time, Greeks show
a lack of solidarity consciousness, although a rise of volunteerism is accrued during the period
of economic crisis.
The criteria for differentiation of NGOs are:
1. The subject
2. The size
3. The way of function
4. The place of action (national, international)
5. The general objectives.
NGOs are distinguished by size in four categories:
1. Small NGOs, which concerns topical social groups
2. Regional NGOs, with philanthropic scope and funded usually from municipality and
prefecture
3. National NGOs, with big revenue, which many times fund topical organizations with related
objectives
4. International NGOs, with great and global business capability.
Corporate social responsibility
Many companies do not trust NGOs at all. They want to cooperate with them, but they are
afraid of the bad management. There are many reasons that companies approach NGOs with
suspicion and cautiousness. The main disadvantage of NGOs in Greece is the lack of
cooperation. Competitive logic prevents them from developing their actions and offering more
profitable programs. In addition, NGOs can not easily integrate in the implementation of their
programs, the evaluation procedure and the fundraising. Without the appropriate organization,
NGOs seem to miss out the opportunity to use best practices in their next actions, to improve
their weaknesses and empower the society. One more reason of suspicion is the incorrect
allocation and absorption of the financial resources. The lack of experience and organization
is responsible for the wrong estimation of their needs.
Lacking more recent documents, we refer to the research of the Centre for Sustainability
and Excellence (CSE) for Corporate Social Responsibility in Greece in 2014 which noted that
42 businesses of its sample distributed 55 million euros for CSR operations, a percentage
0.08% of their turnover. This percentage is quite low, but the companies that integrate in those
programs increased. In 2013, a survey found CRS programs in only 10 of the 100 largest
14

companies operating in Greece, in 2014 at least 70 companies have integrate in their
programs CSR actions and in 2016 a survey includes 85 companies.
According to a survey related to the barriers for CSR programs, a huge percentage of
companies do not cooperate with NGOs, as they think that there is no need for that. The 27%
of companies declare that the financial cost is the main suspensory factor and the secondary
is the lack of information in how companies can implement CSR programs.
Online fundraising
In Greece, digital fundraising is quite spread. The big NGOs provide the possibility to those
who want to donate online. Online donations have become easy and facilitated. Actionaid,
Doctors without Borders, Praksis, Elepap, Doctors of the World, Life Line Hellas, Arcturos and
Hellenic Cancer Society are some of the NGOs to which people can donate online. It is an
easy and quick way for donations, especially for those who are younger than 40 years. In total
in 2017, 280,815 euros were collected online (with the exception of institutional donations) out
of the 795,673 euros being the target - so the success rate was 35%. Children (35%), culture
(30%), environment (10%) and social causes (13%) were absolutely the main fields for
fundraising.
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ITALY
Fund-raising facts
Fundraising has been recognised as a central activity for non-profits in the art.7 of leg. Decree
n.117/ 03.07.2017 and it is defined as “the totality of the activities and initiatives planned and
executed by a non-profit organisation to finance activities of general interest, through
donations, bequests and non-reciprocal contributions”. Nonprofits can organise fundraising as
a structural and permanent work in respect of transparency and correctness.
The actual norms foresee different fiscal incentives for all those private entities which donate
to nonprofits. Plus, fundraising has been expanded to any form of crowdsourcing and it also
includes the access to public financial resources, the 5 per thousand donations (basically,
people can choose to donate the equal proportion of their wages to nonprofits when they do
the tax return) and the usage of public places (in this way, the usage of a public space can be
“quantified” and put as a co-financing sum for the project realisation).
Furthermore, art.35 of law decree n.18/17.03.2020 establishes even more benefits for all those
donations aimed to support the action against covid19, e.g. to enhance the work of volunteers
in the health sector and all those hospitals directly involved.
Among 343.432 nonprofits in Italy, 85.5% get funds from private entities, while 14.5%
are mainly getting funds from public entities. They rely on 5.5 million volunteers, 812
thousand employees and 294 thousand consultants. The total revenues of the sector are €70
billion, and with a net outcome of €9 billion.
Regarding the economic dimensions, 61% of Italian nonprofit balance sheets are below
€30.000 (38,1% are <10.000€ and 22,6% are between €10 and €30 thousand). Medium and
big ones are respectively 20.9% (between €30 and €100 thousand) and 18,4% (plus €100
thousand)
Corporate social responsibility
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) in Italy gets its origin from the Green Paper of the
European Commission. In Italy, almost €1.5 billion is invested in CSR, and 85% of
enterprises have adopted CSR strategies and actions (Osservatorio Socialis, 2018).
The main interest regarding e-Patterns resides in how CSR and nonprofits are interrelated. In
fact, it is evident that 29% of enterprises decide to invest at local level and create joint
strategies with local nonprofits and half of them are motivated to ameliorate their local
image. Regarding CSR, it is evident how for multinationals the communication process
of CSR is easy and strictly embedded within grids developed by the HQ, while for SMEs
and micro-enterprises is not so evident and straightforward. In this sense, non-financial
CSR is another crucial part of the relation between nonprofits and enterprises for the creation
of a healthy local environment.
An impactful tool for CSR fundraising in culture is the so-called ArtBonus, a tax-credit-based
benefit for any entity, physical or legal, which donates to any cultural activity, theatre, public
libraries by 65% of the tax-to-be-due for a maximum of 15% of the income for a physical person
and 5 per thousand for a business - here how to calculate it.
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Digital fundraising
Digital fundraising in Italy has always been steady, and the numbers of online donations
and crowd-funding have reached a historical peak during coronavirus lockdown with a
total donation of €657million (in the previous years it was three times less (Creditoitalia.it).
Italianonprofit.it, one of the main data platforms in the nonprofit sector, has reported more than
140 cases of hospitals which have registered themselves to raise funds for covid through
digital means. Plus, digital corporate donation has become a reality with the government site
“Digital Solidarity” and Italianonprofit via the possibility of accessing relief funds/services on
different working areas.
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SPAIN
Fund-raising facts
According to Business Insider, nowadays more than 10 million people are donors of an NGO
and 12% of them are members of the association (Asociación Española de Fundraising).
Currently, fundraising is necessary for the survival of these associations; without it, the
associations would not be able to carry on with their activities and they would disappear.
Crowdfunding has become one of the most common ones due to its versatility and capacity
to reach people through the internet.
According to ACNUR, the principal function of an NGO is to support people and give services
to the community, but not replace State’s labour in it. In the ecological field, NGOs have helped
to create policies to protect the environment and, if it is possible, improve it. According to
Apadrino magazine, the most important NGO in Spain is UNICEF, which supports childhood.
After it, the second most important is Fundación de Ayuda a los Animales. The most supported
sectors in Spain are healthcare and the child sectors.
Corporate social responsibility
Corporate Social Responsibility is now quite common. There are enterprises that prefer to
create and manage their own foundation - Fundación BBVA, Fundación Caser para la
dependencia, among others - and some others that prefer to donate to another organisation.
The application of the ISO 26000 has increased the number of donations for the social
action, due to the creation of foundations or donations to other foundations. According
to Asociación Española de Fundraising, enterprises and public bodies constitute 41,82% of
the income of the NGOs in contrast with the 50,55% that comes from partners and individual
donors.
Digital fundraising
Crowdfunding has been used to help organisations to develop their activities, to publish CDs
and books, to help pay for expensive health problems, among others. For these reasons,
pages of crowdfunding such as Verkami, a crowdfunding page for culture, including art,
design, and music, Lánzanos, a versatile crowdfunding page, which accepts any kind of
project and/or product, or Ulule (which is not just national, but also international), a
crowdfunding page that accepts any kind of project, have become really popular and helpful
for those who plan to raise money for their projects.
One of these examples is Manos Unidas, a Spanish NGO that has multi-folded their
donations through social media and a systematic online presence. Their last campaign
called “24 horas que mueven el mundo” (“24 hours that move the world”) has used digital
marketing for its dissemination. Another of these examples is Doctors without Borders, the
international organization of doctors. They have created original digital campaigns,
webpages and advertising and can reach many people and increase donations. As
mentioned before, people donate online, especially on crowdfunding pages to support
different projects and/or products. Manos Unidas and Doctors without borders both have a
section on their website, on the same section of collaboration with the NGOs, to make online
donations.
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NON-PROFITS & FUNDRAISING IN EUROPE
Fundraising is to be intended as a whole working setting that defines a number of
competencies of the staff, an integrated organisational architecture and a clear organisational
plan.
In other words, fundraising is not simply a job of someone in an organisation, but it is the work
of an organisation coordinated by a group of people with different roles and shared vision of
“where to go”.

e-PATTERNS framework – general competencies
To define our guidance work, we have clarified the different competencies
We have defined the framework along the following working stream.

Fund-raising basics

1

2

Communicating a Case for Support
Corresponding digital competencies

3

Implementing a fund-raising action toward donors
Corresponding digital competencies

4

Managing resources for fund-raising
Corresponding digital competencies

5

Monitoring the effectiveness of a fund-raising strategy
Corresponding digital competencies

6

Implementing a fund-raising action toward public funds
Corresponding digital competencies

Basically, in each area we have defined the more general fundraising competencies that can
be useful for a small non-profit and the corresponding digital competencies that are nowadays
needed to critically plan, assess and implement the fundraising work.
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1. Fund-raising basics or essentials: this section refers to the main topics, capabilities
regarding fundraising and this is to be understood as a crashing point for any operators
approaching fundraising. In this unit, we define the general approach towards which operators
have to convert their work in, as well as common techniques and possible strategies.
2. Communicating a Case for Support: to be successful, a fundraising needs to explain to
donors its ‘why’, the ratio, the ultimate cause that can be interesting for the potential audience
willing to donate. In this sense, a case for support is a central element based on the mission,
the vision and the values of an organisation. It is fundamental to define the correct positioning
and right audience – consequently, also the fundraising techniques can change.
Communicate a case for support means to set objectives in a fundraising plan
according to the values an organisation has.
3. Implementing a fundraising action toward donors. In this part, it is fundamental to
establish per each objective and organisational need a specific plan or strategy, also taking
into account the overall view on the non-profit. In practice, users are expected to i) identify
problems and barriers to a plan, assessing risks and pitfalls, ii) prepare an overall action plan,
and iii) define fundraising plans by measurable outcomes.
4. Managing resources for fundraising: this section shows how research and analysis are
fundamental using a variety of methods – in fact organisations have to understand motivations
of the donors, interests and how to link them to fundraising. Plus, managing resources refers
also to plan and organise resources for fundraising e.g. creating an expenditure plan
to reach certain goals (for example, if one allocates a certain amount of budget for
Facebook advert, how much in return can we plan to have?) and to properly manage
relationships with stakeholders (nothing too technical, but mainly referred to the capacity of
setting up contracts and agreements).
Practically, in this section the goals set up in section 2 & 3 have to be matched with allocated
resources. In this way, we have to be realistic with what needs to be done, postponing or
privileging certain actions according to the budget allocated or foreseen.
5. Monitoring the effectiveness of a fundraising strategy. In this part, the user should be
able to apply evaluation techniques and understand the performance of fundraising in relation
with organisation’s needs and plans. In this sense, the analysis should not only be limited to
the work of fundraising, but also on the impact on the organisational assets and processes.
6. Implementing a fundraising action toward public funds. As part of the fundraising work,
this section focuses on how to fund-raise in relation to public funds. We believe that having a
solid knowledge on how to write a good project is fundamental as well as about the main
existing platforms in each country that gather links and funding sources.

As pure fundraising framework, we have given a logical order as:
1.
One has to possess the basic general knowledge and understanding of fundraising
(Section 1);
2.
One has to be able to describe a case for support, defining the objectives and needs
of one’s organisation or organisation’s project, being able also to communicate them to a
specific public (donors) (Section 2);
3.
One has to define a strategy for fundraising, assessing barriers/problems and choosing
among the different fundraising techniques & problem-solving elements and putting them in
relation with measurable objectives and donors’ expectations (Section 3);
4.
One has to be able to plan fundraising expenditure and to put it as a working strategy
within the organisation (Section 4);
4.
One has to be able to implement and set up a monitoring strategy to check how the
strategy is going and to change it accordingly. (Section 5);
5.
One has to know the essential strategies to look for public funds to reach the
organisation’s objectives (Section 6).
According to our introduction, per each area we also have to identify the digital
competencies required in terms of concrete activities and capabilities that operators
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must have to empower their fundraising work and strategy. Substantially, they are
embedded in many cases as it is very hard to distinguish in our digital era pure fundraising
strategies to digital fundraising actions (e.g. crowd-funding can be done offline, but online is
basically almost the absolute totality of all crowd-funding actions).
To do so, complementary to the fundraising competencies, we will also detect digital ones,
artificially (somehow) separating them from the ‘classical’ ones.
To sum up, the Framework consists of Competence Areas, which are broad categories of
competences that nonprofit operators can acquire to improve their strategy
Each competence area is accompanied by a Competence Statement which is a
description of the competence nonprofits are expected to develop, followed by the
learning outcomes which have been formulated and expressed in terms of knowledge,
skills, responsibility and autonomy to demonstrate the achievement of the learning
outcomes and competence statements. Contiguous to them, there are also digital
competencies, related to the specific competence statement.
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Definition of the field methodology
To operationalise the competencies in coronavirus times, we have decided to only adopt digital
strategies to come in touch with nonprofits.
In this sense:
a. Each project partner has been required to firstly write a set of questions to be answered in
each learning competence area, describing precisely what nonprofit managers are expected
to know.
Participatory work is deemed as fundamental to make questions and inquiry as the most
realistic as possible.
b. All questions have been readapted along measurable knowledge/skills scale, defined
through a likert scale (1 to 5).
c. A digital format of the questionnaire has finally been released and translated in a definitive
form to reach at minimum 10 small nonprofits per partner given the scopes already provided
in the introduction
d. The main lead research partner has gathered the three main stated gaps in each country
sample and through qualitative analysis has rendered a provisional synthetic description of
the competencies
e. Each competence has been connected to the main working topics as founding elements for
the theoretical

As our analysis focuses on the critical points regarding the definitions of detected
competencies, we have looked at the answers which scored the lowest total grades given by
the interviewees within the same pool of interviewees per country in order to have at least a
clearer perception in each of them.
Secondly, we have compared the different answers given by each country poll of interviewees
and relate their statements to the desk research.
In the following tables, the results have been resumed.
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#1 Fund-raising essentials

CYPRUS

FINLAND

GERMANY

GREECE

ITALY

SPAIN

I know about
services/web
platforms for
uploading
fundraising
campaigN

I know about
services/web
platforms for
uploading
fundraising
campaign

I know about
services/web
platforms for
uploading
fundraising
campaign

We have
discussed a
fundraising
plan in our
organisation

We have
discussed a
fundraising
plan in our
organisation

I know rules
and
regulations
around
fundraising
in my
country

I know rules
and
regulations
around
fundraising
in my
country

I know rules
and
regulations
around
fundraising
in my
country

We have
discussed a
fundraising
plan in our
organisation

I have a
clear idea of
fundraising
techniques
and rules for
my non-profit

I know rules
and
regulations
around
fundraising
in my
country

I have a
clear idea of
fundraising
techniques
and rules for
my non-profit

We have
discussed a
fundraising
plan in our
organisation

I have a
clear idea of
fundraising
techniques
and rules for
my non-profit

I have a
clear idea of
fundraising
techniques
and rules for
my non-profit

I know rules
and
regulations
around
fundraising
in my
country

I have raised
fund to carry
out a local
activity,
implement a
project or
make a
personal
dream come
true

I know about
services/web
platforms for
uploading
fundraising
campaign
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#2 Communicating a case for support

CYPRUS

FINLAND

GERMANY

GREECE

ITALY

SPAIN

We have
someone
mainly/only/p
artially in
charge of
communicati
on/marketing

We have
support
material to
present our
mission and
our activity to
ask for
money

We have
someone
mainly/only/p
artially in
charge of
communicati
on/marketing

We have a
person in
charge
(mainly/only/
partially) of
producing
multimedia
contents

We have
support
material to
present our
mission and
our activity to
ask for
money

We have a
person in
charge
(mainly/only/
partially) of
producing
multimedia
contents

We have a
person in
charge
(mainly/only/
partially) of
producing
multimedia
contents

We have
someone
mainly/only/p
artially in
charge for
communicati
on/marketing

We have a
person in
charge
(mainly/only/
partially) of
producing
multimedia
contents

We have
someone
mainly/only/p
artially in
charge for
communicati
on/marketing

We have
someone
mainly/only/p
artially in
charge for
communicati
on/marketing

We have
support
material to
present our
mission and
our activity to
ask for
money

We have
support
material to
present our
mission and
our activity to
ask for
money

There is a
clear
presentation
of our
organisation
available for
all
members/sta
ff and donors

We have
support
material to
present our
mission and
our activity to
ask for
money

We have
support
material to
present our
mission and
our activity to
ask for
money

We have a
person in
charge
(mainly/only/
partially) of
producing
multimedia
contents

We
specifically
search for
specific
forms of
funding for
our
organisation
objectives
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#3 Implementing a fundraising action toward donors
CYPRUS

FINLAND

GERMANY

GREECE

ITALY

SPAIN

We critically
analyse
positive and
negative
outcomes/de
cisions

We are able
to adapt our
communicati
on according
to different
target donors

We have a
method in place
to archive
emails/contacts
to update all our
donors/contacts

We list
the
necessary
steps
online
and/or
offline to
achieve
our
objectives
/target

When we
plan things,
we define
objectives
that can be
concretely
measured in
a specific
timeline (e.g.
we want to
sell 100 little
statues to
raise 1000€
to restore a
certain park
within this
year).

We list the
necessary
steps online
and/or offline
to achieve
our
objectives/tar
get

We list the
necessary
steps online
and/or offline
to achieve
our
objectives/tar
get

When we
plan things,
we define
objectives
that can be
concretely
measured in
a specific
timeline (e.g.
we want to
sell 100 little
statues to
raise 1000€
to restore a
certain park
within this
year).

We list the
necessary steps
online and/or
offline to
achieve our
objectives/targe
t

We have
a method
in place to
archive
emails/co
ntacts to
update all
our
donors/co
ntacts

We have a
method in
place to
archive
emails/conta
cts to update
all our
donors/conta
cts

We are able
to adapt our
communicati
on according
to different
target donors

We are able
to adapt our
communicati
on according
to different
target donors

We list the
necessary
steps online
and/or offline
to achieve
our
objectives/tar
get

When we plan
things, we
define
objectives that
can be
concretely
measured in a
specific timeline
(e.g. we want to
sell 100 little
statues to raise
1000€ to
restore a certain
park within this
year)

We
critically
analyse
positive
and
negative
outcomes
/decisions

We list the
necessary
steps online
and/or offline
to achieve
our
objectives/tar
get

We have a
method in
place to
archive
emails/conta
cts to update
all our
donors/conta
cts
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#4 Managing resources for fundraising

CYPRUS

FINLAND

GERMANY

GREECE

ITALY

SPAIN

We dedicate
human/finan
cial
resources for
better online
positioning of
the
organisation

We are
aware of a
number of
fundraising
strategies/te
chniques to
vary our
incomes

We dedicate
human/finan
cial
resources for
better online
positioning of
the
organisation

We are
aware of a
number of
fundraising
strategies/te
chniques to
vary our
incomes

We are
aware of a
number of
fundraising
strategies/te
chniques to
vary our
incomes

We are
aware of a
number of
fundraising
strategies/te
chniques to
vary our
incomes

We are
aware of
several
fundraising
strategies/te
chniques to
vary our
incomes

We dedicate
human/finan
cial
resources for
a better
online
positioning of
the
organisation

We are
aware of
several
fundraising
strategies/te
chniques to
vary our
incomes

We dedicate
human/finan
cial
resources for
a better
online
positioning of
the
organisation

We dedicate
human/finan
cial
resources for
a better
online
positioning of
the
organisation

We dedicate
human/finan
cial
resources for
a better
online
positioning of
the
organisation

We allocate
human/finan
cial
resources to
comply with
an
organisation
al objective
and evaluate
the
expenditure
success

We are able
to critically
search for
information
and assess
upcoming/re
current
needs

We allocate
human/finan
cial
resources to
comply with
an
organisation
al objective
and evaluate
the
expenditure
success

We clearly
define
different
actors and
their
interests

We allocate
human/finan
cial
resources to
comply with
an
organisation
al objective
and evaluate
the
expenditure
success

We clearly
define
different
actors and
their
interests
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#5 Monitoring the effectiveness of a fundraising strategy

CYPRUS

FINLAND

GERMANY

GREECE

ITALY

SPAIN

We usually
select a
sample of
donors/conta
cts to
understand
how they felt
during our
campaigns

We usually
select a
sample of
donors/conta
cts to
understand
how they felt
during our
campaigns

We usually
select a
sample of
donors/conta
cts to
understand
how they felt
during our
campaigns

We usually
select a
sample of
donors/conta
cts to
understand
how they felt
during our
campaigns

We have
specific
strategies to
monitor our
actions and
team roles

We have a
person
dealing with
public
calls/platform
s for project
applications

We
periodically
assess and
eventually
retarget our
strategies

We have
specific
strategies to
monitor our
actions and
team roles

We have
specific
strategies to
monitor our
actions and
team roles

We involve
all/the
majority of
the
department
or members
of our
organisation
to gather
opinions on
our activities
and their
results

We define
cost/benefit
ratio of our
organisation
activities and
team roles

We usually
select a
sample of
donors/conta
cts to
understand
how they felt
during our
campaigns

We define
the
cost/benefit
ratio of our
organisation
activities and
team roles

We involve
all/the
majority of
the
department
or members
of our
organisation
to gather
opinions on
our activities
and their
results

We define
the
cost/benefit
ratio of our
organisation
activities and
team roles

We define
cost/benefit
ratio of our
organisation
activities and
team roles

We usually
select a
sample of
donors/conta
cts to
understand
how they felt
during our
campaigns

We have
specific
strategies to
monitor our
actions and
team roles
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#6 Implementing a fundraising action toward public/private funds

CYPRUS

FINLAND

GERMANY

GREECE

ITALY

SPAIN

We are
aware of the
procedures
to apply for
public funds
(regional,
national
level)

We are
aware of the
procedures
to apply for
public funds
(regional,
national
level)

We are
aware of
procedures
and
platforms for
public funds
at EU level

We have
already
applied for
public
funding

We are
aware of
procedures
and
platforms for
public funds
at EU level

We are
aware of
existing
platforms for
public funds
at
national/regi
onal level

We have
already
applied for
public
funding

We are
aware of
existing
platforms for
public funds
at
national/regi
onal level

We have a
person
dealing with
public
calls/platform
s for project
applications

We are
aware of
existing
platforms for
public funds
at
national/regi
onal level

We are
aware of
existing
platforms for
public funds
at
national/regi
onal level

We have
already
applied for
public
funding

We are
aware of
existing
platforms for
public funds
at
national/regi
onal level

We are
aware of
procedures
and
platforms for
public funds
at EU level

We are
aware of
existing
platforms for
public funds
at
national/regi
onal level

We are
aware of
procedures
and
platforms for
public funds
at EU level

We have a
person
dealing with
public
calls/platform
s for project
applications

We are
aware of
procedures
and
platforms for
public funds
at EU level
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THE FRAMEWORK

Competence Area

#1 Fundraising essentials

Competence Statement

Understanding the importance of fundraising and identifying the
main strategies, techniques, platforms that can enhance the work.
To set up the main outline of a fundraising plan understanding
each key aspect (fundamental legal requirements, organisation
presentation and branding, objectives and core values,
monitoring, human resource personnel, fundraising objectives)

Knowledge

1.1 Identify and describe basic concepts and phases of a fundraising
action
1.2 State the difference between goals and needs in an organisation
1.3 Explain the basic concepts in a fundraising campaign
1.4 Identify the main points of digital fundraising
1.5 List the main digital fundraising techniques
1.6 Describe the different basic roles in a fundraising campaign
1.7 List the main budget allocation concepts in a fundraising
1.8 Identify the main laws regarding digital fundraising

Skills

1.9 Apply digital fundraising techniques according to a target
1.10 Adjust a fundraising campaign according to a specific target

Responsibility and
Autonomy

1.11 Being open to the perspectives of social entrepreneurship
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Competence Area

#2 Communicating a case for support

Competence Statement

To set up your organisation presence online identifying the main
values and objectives, preparing a case for support that is part of
a bigger communication plan.
Calendarise your communication according to the most
appropriate methods demonstrating proficiency in using them to
reach different targets.

Knowledge

2.1 List the main elements of a good organisation presentation
(structure, graphics, tone etc.)
2.2 Introduce the main elements of an organisation branding action
2.3 Demonstrate the importance of a case for support and its bulk
elements (arguments and the reasons for the campaign)
2.4 List the main communication media to improve the online
presence (wordpress, SEO, newsletter, basics of marketing)

Skills

2.5 Prepare a sound organisation overview employing the main listed
topics for an organisation presentation
2.6 Adapt a communication description according to different donors
and target groups
2.7 Use different communication tools to share your message

Responsibility and
Autonomy

2.8 Show a dynamic approach on organisation identity
2.9 Use a flexible communication system to present the organisation
2.10 Better the relations with donors
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Competence Area

#3 Implementing a fundraising action toward donors

Competence Statement

Define an overall fundraising strategy which takes into account a
holistic view of the campaign and of the different actions needed
to be matched with the overall organisation objectives. Such a
strategy has to take into consideration the different barriers.

Knowledge

3.1 Identify the main elements of a fundraising campaign as a whole,
being able to craft an action plan informed as a business plan
3.2 Identify the main digital channels for a campaign
3.3 Demonstrate how to set up good campaign indicators and
contents
3.4 List the main barriers which threaten a fundraising work and the
main count-strategy to tackle them
3.5 Detect the main elements for GDPR that concern a fundraising
campaign online (contact list storage, oblivion etc.)
3.6 Identify and describe the main tools for digital fundraising
combined with the channels
3.7 Identify main ways on how to keep in touch with donors

Skills

3.8 Combine objectives, channels, indicators, security to prepare an
action plan describing how the fundraising strategy will be
implemented
3.9 Adapt the actions according to the chosen channel

Responsibility and
Autonomy

3.10 Be open to work as a team to define a full fundraising strategy
and how to adapt your key objectives and points to different targets
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Competence Area

#4 Managing resources for fundraising

Competence Statement

Identify and apply main strategies and techniques on fundraising
cost planning, control and monitoring, balancing the investment
between desired objectives and the current situation. Set up
creative and low-budgeted schemes to provide resources for a
successful campaign.

Knowledge

4.1 Identify the main concepts of a budget plan for different
fundraising actions
4.2 List the main budget tips regarding digital fundraising techniques
(crowdfunding, how to plan perks, etc.)
4.3 Describe main digital tools to support digital fundraising actions
(plugins, Google, Microsoft, etc.)
4.4 Identify basic skills as a fundraiser in a small NGO

Skills

4.5 Apply concepts, tips and ratios to render a simple budget plan
according to the plan established
4.6 Set up strategies to use goods/services/platforms to improve and
rationalise expenses in a fundraising plan

Responsibility and
Autonomy

4.7 Engage and define team work in a fundraising budget allocation
plan
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Competence Area

#5 Monitoring the effectiveness of a fundraising strategy

Competence Statement

Show the level of effectiveness of a fundraising campaign,
assessing how actions and the strategy managed to comply with
indicators. Proof the quality of the indicators and be flexible to
change them through feedback from donors and the campaign
working team. Define whether the campaign results are
acceptable.

Knowledge

5.1 Define main steps to assess and evaluate your fundraising
campaign plan and results
5.2 Identify the main concepts of evaluation of a fundraising
campaign
5.3 Detect the main tips regarding different channels to engage
donors and improve communication
5.4 Detect the main forums and websites giving tips to improve
monitoring strategies
5.5 Define main elements of Google Analytics to assess quality
presence on a website

Skills

5.6 Apply basic strategies to assess the success rate of a campaign
and improve the work
5.7 Compile a basic form to ask donors/teams about the campaign

Responsibility and
Autonomy

5.8 Being open to criticism and to assess good/bad points of a digital
fundraising campaign
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Competence Area

#6 Implementing a fundraising action toward public/private
funds

Competence Statement

Define and fulfil the main legal and formal requirements for a
public fundraising action (statutes, balance, digital signature,
registration books etc.). Being acquainted with the main EU
sources of funding, of the writing style of an application, concepts
and language and adapting own priorities to public donors’
objectives. Learn how to access an Erasmus plus application.

Knowledge

6.1 Distinguish the different public funding resources (ESF, ERSF,
H2020, etc.) at regional, national and European level
6.2 Identify the main platforms for public fundraising at different
levels
6.3 List and define the main concepts regarding a project application
(objectives, actions, impact, etc.)
6.4 Identify the main steps to upload an Erasmus plus application
according to different actions adapt for a small NGO
6.5 Identify the main tricks to create an Erasmus plus application
(networking, planning, etc.)

Skills

6.6 Apply all the concepts to create a project application draft
6.7 Being able to understand the Erasmus plus guide and how to
concretely put together an Erasmus plus application

Responsibility and
Autonomy

6.8 Evaluate the importance of formal aspects of a small nonprofit
and the strategic capacity in having neat management procedures
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SYLLABUS
#1 Fundraising essentials
1.1 THE MAIN CONCEPTS & PHASES OF A FUNDRAISING ACTION
1.2 HOW TO IDENTIFY YOUR ORGANISATIONAL GOALS/NEEDS
1.3 KNOW YOUR DONORS: DEFINE YOUR TARGET DONORS & THE MAIN
CHANNELS
1.4 RECAP DIGITAL FUNDRAISING TECHNIQUES
1.5 RAISING MONEY VS CROWDSOURCING
1.5 MAIN ROLES IN A FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGN
1.6 RULES & REGULATIONS IN YOUR OWN COUNTRY
#2 Communicating a case for support
2.1 HOW TO INTRODUCE YOURSELF/YOUR ORGANISATION PROPERLY
- prove the urgency of your needs
- Basic internal presentation
- How to prepare a good description for a donor
- Brand your organisation & your campaign
2.2 HOW TO SET UP A GOOD CASE FOR SUPPORT:
- Mission/objectives
- Your online presence
2.3 SET UP A COMMUNICATION PLAN
- Define your topics according to the case for support
- Set up a uniform tone
- Define a consistent presence
- Plan a calendar
2.4 WHICH DIGITAL TOOLS/METHODS TO IMPROVE YOUR ONLINE PRESENCE
- Website appearance
- Emails & newsletter
- Basic SEO rules (defining keyword to describe yourself and the case for
support)
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#3 Implementing a fundraising action toward donors
3.1 HOW TO SET YOUR CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES
3.2 BREAKDOWN YOUR CAMPAIGN INTO ACTIONS
3.3 CHOOSING THE RIGHT CHANNEL FOR YOUR CAMPAIGN
- Taxation-based campaign
- Getting the grips with platforms and their specialisations (e.g. GoFundme,
Kickstarter)
- Gathering money through your website
- Using social media for fundraising
- Membership fees
3.4 HOW TO SET UP GOOD CAMPAIGN INDICATORS
3.5 HOW TO WRITE A GOOD CAMPAIGN ACCORDING TO YOUR TARGET AND
THE CHANNELS YOU HAVE CHOSEN TO CARRY IT OUT
3.6 KEEPING IN TOUCH WITH DONORS IN A GDPR COMPLIANT WAY
3.7 MAIN BARRIERS FOR DIGITAL FUND-RAISING
3.8 SET UP YOUR ENTIRE STRATEGY
#4 Managing resources for fundraising
4.1 DEFINITION OF THE FIGURES & COSTS
- Strategically distribute resources for the campaign: allocating budget, assess
one organisation’s capacity etc.;
- Budgetise the costs for the rewards of a campaign (e.g. items used as perth
for a crowdfunding)
- Identify supplier’s costs
4.2 DIGITAL RESOURCES:
- Techsoup
- Google for nonprofits
- Paypal for nonprofits
4.3 HUMAN RESOURCES
- How to write a proper fundraising task/Hr description
- Basic skills to set a main person as a fundraiser in a small NGO
- How to involve a small NGO team to discuss a fundraising plan and set tasks
#5 Monitoring the effectiveness of a fundraising strategy
5.1 MEASURING AND MONITORING YOUR INDICATORS
- Email campaign
- Social media campaign
5.2 HOW TO IMPROVE THE REACHOUT & IMPACT OF YOUR CAMPAIGNS
- Hacks to fix your fundraising action, including communication: e.g. assessing
and correctly sending an improved newsletter at the right time of the day,
double-check and choose better keyword (Google trends)
5.3 USE OF GOOGLE ANALYTICS FOR WEB PRESENCE: CONCEPTS & MAIN
DATA INTERPRETATIONS
5.4 MAIN RESOURCES FOR IMPROVEMENT TIPS
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#6 Implementing a fundraising action toward public funds
6.1 THE MAIN SOURCES OF FUNDING
- Regional funds (European Social and Structural fund);
- EU funds suited for NGOs (Erasmus+, EYF, ecc..)
6.2 EUROPEAN PORTALS TO APPLY FOR A GRANT
6.3 WHERE TO FIND CALLS FOR PROPOSALS:
- National and International platforms
- How to read and interpret a written call for proposal
6.4 HOW TO PREPARE A PUBLIC FUNDING APPLICATION: BASICS OF
PROJECT WRITING
- Filling and signing documents and templates using online form, word
document or pdf.
- Handwriting signatures vs. Digital signature.
6.5 A practical exercise: HOW TO ENROL ECAS PLATFORM & CONCRETELY
CREATE AN ERASMUS PLUS APPLICATION
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FINAL ANALYSIS
Nonprofits in Europe experience very diverse conditions as well as shared conditions, which
much relate to the strategies they implement. The Coronavirus situation has pushed many to
develop alternatives while fully releasing digital work for their organisations. At this moment,
we need to push digitisation, online presence, and the engagement of million people as a
stable fact.
Never as in the first semester 2020, people have donated online, so many barriers of
mistrust or suspicion on digital technologies have somehow been bent down.
However, we have also checked how different countries still don’t have in place important
elements, which may favour digital fundraising and fundraising work in general, thanks to the
involvement of dozens nonprofits which have responded to our questionnaires. In particular,
we have somehow depicted the difference of strategies and in terms of charity between the
countries.
Despite the differences, the majority of nonprofits have shown rather weak digitalisation
processes and an unclear approach in terms of fundraising. The main findings relate to a
lack of:
- Digital communication strategy;
- A clear picture of the organisations for potential donors;
- A lack of knowledge of digital tools.
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ANNEX I

CYPRUS
Main recipient sectors in fundraising
Sector

Estimation in donations

Health and Medical Research

57%

Civic
protection
management

and

emergency 27%

Services for people with disabilities

25%

Social services

24%

Environment and animal rights

22%

Education and training

8%*
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Check out which the main current regulations directly related to fundraising

Law (n/year & name)

«Πέρι Εράνων Νόμος, 2014», Fundraising Law of 2014.

Aim/scope of the law

In Cyprus the law provides legislative framework about the public
collections of money, as the previous years many illegal
fundraising took place. To avoid this situation, Cypriot parliament
voted, in 2014, the Fundraising Law, to giving “permission” in
approved organisations and charities to fundraise.
The aim of this law is to define the process, the terms and the
conditions for fundraising event, the ability to carry out the
necessary controls, as well as imposing penalties to avoid illegal/
unlawful fundraising.
NGOs and people who want to organize a fundraising is
obligated to submit an application form to the Licensing Authority
for providing them with the appropriate license and permission,
at least 30 days before the event,

Link on the government http://www.moi.gov.cy/moi/moi.nsf/39A3975C6AEB0333C2257CEB00389EEA/
$file/%CE%9F%20%CE%A0%CE%B5%CF%81%CE%AF%20%CE%94%CE
page
%B9%CE%B5%CE%BD%CE%AD%CF%81%CE%B3%CE%B5%CE%B9%C
E%B1%CF%82%20%CE%95%CF%81%CE%AC%CE%BD%CF%89%CE%B
D%20%CE%9D%CF%8C%CE%BC%CE%BF%CF%82%20%CF%84%CE%B
F%CF%85%202014.pdf
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What are the main regulatory authorities for donations and donors? What are their
powers of investigation/audit/sanctions/study?

è In Cyprus there is no local authority involved, only regional and national (έπαρχος
κάθε πόλης και Υπουργείο)
Name of the authority on NGO register
District Authorities & Ministry of the Interior
Functions (in brief)
District Authorities is the responsible and official state body that ensures the implementation
of the government policy in their provinces.
NGOs in Cyprus, in order to have legal form are bound to be registered in accordance with
the provisions of the Law as “societies” or “unions/associations” and the formal applications
are available through the Ministry of Interior. However, the registrations and the
managements of these organisations/ foundations have been transferred from the Ministry
of the Interior, decentralized to the District Authorities.
http://www.moi.gov.cy/moi/moi.nsf/All/4EEB21BB9CBA5A1EC2257AC200348DFD/$file/T
HE_SOCIETIES_AND_INSTITUTION_LAWS.pdf
http://www.moi.gov.cy/moi/moi.nsf/page61_gr/page61_gr?OpenDocument
http://www.moi.gov.cy/moi/da/dadmin.nsf/dmlforms_gr/dmlforms_gr?OpenDocument
Name of the authority on anti-money laundering

Central Bank of Cyprus
Function
“Prevention and suppression of money launferng activities and financing of terrorism”
In Cyprus there is a legal and regulatory framework concerning the anti-money laundering
by the Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commision and the competent authority for the
enforcement of the provisions of this legislation (in relation to the financial acitivities) is the
Central Bank of Cyprus.
There are also many national bodies implemented, such as the Council of Ministers, bodies
and authorities from the Europan Union.
Financial activities include credit, payment, electronic money, currency exchange etc. and
is adreessed mainly to credit institutions, financial institutions and “any natural or legal
persons in the exercise of their professional activities (audtor, tax advisor, independent legal
professional) as well as estate agents and provisers of gambling services” (MOKAS, p.19).
http://www.law.gov.cy/Law/MOKAS/MOKAS.nsf/All/8D5B6DF6DC5D5815C2257BE1002A
2848/$file/AML%20Law%20Consolidated%20up%20to%2013(I)%202018.pdf
https://www.centralbank.cy/en/licensing-supervision/prevention-and-suppression-ofmoney-laundering-activities-and-financing-of-terrorism-1
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Indirect State support for fundraising
States support fundraising through tax benefits schemes for donors and beneficiaries
based on the amount of donation. In this way, donors pay a reduced income tax as
reported on their annual tax declarations. Special VAT treatment, percentage
mechanisms of wage, art patronage benefits, deductions on SME tax payments after
donations, etc. are all related to the same support the role of NPOs in their work.

Tax benefits for donors (individuals & corporations)

In Cyprus, a donor who wants donate in registered and approved charities is benefited
with the whole deduction of the amount (a receipt should be proven and supported with
relevant vouchers). Individuals and companies that have active donation activity,
donations or contributions made for educational, cultural, or other charitable purposes to
the Republic of Cyprus are wholly deductible. If the donation concerns a political party,
they benefited with deduction up to 50,000 euros.

https://www.mof.gov.cy/mof/tax/taxdep.nsf/charity_gr/charity_gr?openform
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/cy/Documents/tax/CY_Tax-Facts2019EN_Noexp.pdf
https://www.ktc.com.cy/news/tax-news/114-what-do-you-need-to-know-before-the-taxreturn-submission-what-are-the-deductible-expenses

Tax benefits for donors (corporations)

N/A

Tax treatment of funds raised

N/A
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Percentage tax designation mechanism

N/A

Others (if applicable)

Indirect State support for fundraising

Support for administrative costs in fundraising

N/A

Others (if applicable)
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Permits and licensing requirements
In many countries, the law does not oblige organisers to obtain authorisation for
fundraising activities, but others do have public laws e.g. to organise a public collection
of money. In Europe regulations change in many ways, so in this case if you have to
check which sort of authorisations are needed to raise funds through public collection of
money (e.g. if I am organising a charity bingo, in a country you need to ask for a specific
permission to local authorities; if I am doing a tax revenue donation action, I need to be
registered to a specific non-profit list to be recognised as applicable)
Name of the action
In Cyprus, the law oblige organisers to obtain authorization for fundraising activities and
there is a public law and relevant legal framework “Fundraising Law”. As we mentioned
previously, organisations or individuals who want organize a charity event or a fundraising
activity, are obligated to get the approval of Local Authority.
Description of the permits/licensing needed by the NPO
Applications forms are available in the Ministry of Interior and the District Authorities
websites concerning the charities and fundraising events have to be completed by all
individuals, organisations etc.
http://www.cylaw.org/nomoi/enop/non-ind/2014_1_68/full.html
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Existing educational material on fundraising

Name of the
course

Provider/Platform/Media

Description

Fund Set Up

European Insitute of
Management&Finance

Seminar aims https://eimf.eu/courses/fundto provide in
set-up-in-cyprus-a-practicalparticipants
guide-1/
the knowledge
and
understanding
to set up a fun
in Cyprus from
A to Z.

Cyprus Fiduciary
Association

To provide a
https://www.cyfa.org.cy/thedetailed
associasion/education
insight of fund
administration
processes and
procedures as
well as an
overview of
the global
fund industry
and the
requirements
for setting up
a fund in
Cyprus.

in Cyprus: A
Practical
Guide

Fund
Administration
Seminar
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Link

Identify the main private organisations financing/outsourcing for NPOs in your
country.

Organisatio
n

Eligible
recipients

Eligible actions

CSR
Cyprus
(Corporate
Social
Responsibili
ty)

Legal
entities
(entreprises,
semigovernment
al
organisation
s etc.),
collective
bodies,
NGOs etc.

CSR Cyprus is
implemented in
various actions and
projects concerning
the promotion of the
responsible
entrepreneurship,
the enriching and
expanding
knowledge of the
responsibilities of
companies towards
society.
It is implemented
actively in different
national, European
and international
initiatives.
Pact for Youth is one
of this actions
https://www.csreuro
pe.org/pactforyouth
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Type of
contribution

Link

http://www.csrcyprus.
org.cy/el/page/about

Identify the main platforms gathering public (or also private) funds opportunities.

Name of the platform

Link

Information Portal for
Funding Programmes

https://www.fundingprogrammesportal.gov.cy/en/home

Research and Promotion
Foundation (IRIS Portal)

https://iris.research.org.cy/#/

National Grant Schemes

https://www.fundingprogrammesportal.gov.cy/en/fundingprogrammes/national-grant-schemes

Identify the main crowd-funding platforms (digital fundraising).

Name

CyprusInno

Main working theme

CyprusInno in general is an online platform, a non-profit
social venture connecting Cypriot entrepreneurs, startups
and innovators. Crowdfunding lessons is part of the
CYINNO knowledge lab launched by CyprusInno platform
and is the first free digital entrepreneurial skill-building elearning lab for Cypriot entrepreneurs.

Link

https://cyprusinno.com/lesson/crowdfunding/
https://cortma.net/dynitkos-agorastis/plithoxrimatodotisicrowd-funding/
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Identify a success story in your country.

Brief description: “Our Own Donkey Fundraiser”

“Our Own Donkey” is the title of a Bicommunal project born from the idea of Nikola
Kerezovic, one of YEU's volunteers from the EVS project “Our Own Voice!”. Being an artist
and a professional wood carver, Nikola wanted to create a project that could bring together
artists from the Greek Cypriot and Turkish Cypriot communities of the island. It was also a
project which was concerned with reusable materials and sustainability of our eco-system
thus, the sculpture was made of recycled wood and metal parts.
“Unity” is the meek wooden donkey sculpture found in the buffer zone near Ledra Palace,
Nicosia. She stands there since May 2017, to symbolize, inform tourists and enhance the
concord and understanding between the two communities in Cyprus. Along with her
donkey friends, she’s been there longer than the division, hate and intolerance. Unity
stands to remind us of times in the past, where Turkish Cypriots and Greek Cypriots used
to live together in peace and harmony. Her endeavors in the buffer zone, aim to assist the
troubled, battered people of Cyprus towards better days, hoping for the fruits of love and
understanding, ever patient and unyielding.
The fundraising event which took place on the 20th of April 2019 was an arts and crafts
bazaar and its aim was to collect some money in order to create a shelter for this
monument, to keep it untouched from the weather conditions of our island. Therefore, all
the proceeds went to that cause specifically. At the fundraising, there were various local
artists selling their unique work and volunteers of YEU Cyprus who sold second-hand
clothes and some snacks.

Link: FB event: https://www.facebook.com/events/558318444656415/

The fundraiser took place in the center of Nicosia, its most central square and was an allday event. YEU organized to have music, food, drinks and interactive posters to attract
more people to come to the Fundraiser. Important note would be that all the products that
YEU sold went 100% to the cause, the products local artists sold though 30% went to the
Our Own Donkey cause.

Reward model
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Buying products supporting local artists, but also the specific cause of the Fundraiser.

How they have engaged the donors – why was it so successful?

The event took place right before Easter, which was an ideal time to have an Arts and
Crafts Fundraiser so people could buy any needed presents. Through social media and
engaging our members we had opened a call for interested local artists that would like to
support our cause, but also gain visibility through the event. YEU also created two internal
workshops (between the members of the organization) to create products to sell on the
day of the Fundraiser. Hence, creating solidarity between members for a common cause,
but also spreading awareness on the cause itself.
Using a social media campaign before the fundraiser, gave greater visibility to the event
helping with attendance (e.g. posting on a daily basis about our artists and what they will
be selling). Traditional ways of marketing- giving out flyers and posters were also
successful bringing interested people to the Fundraiser.
All in all, it was considered successful since many people got interested in the project and
wanted to know how they could get more involved with the organization and similar
causes.

How have they updated the donors during the fundraising campaign?

We have posted on our social media accounts and via email to our members about the
creation of the shelter from the proceeds of the Fundraiser.

Media of the campaign.

Promotion of Fundraiser via FB event-discussion part:
https://www.facebook.com/events/558318444656415/?active_tab=discussion

Article in Newspaper: https://in-cyprus.com/yeu-fundraising-our-owndonkey/?fbclid=IwAR02dD8eYqDv_OWHhFYAt6HIbOgrIVMtAeCofNt7Ojm873CJ9VmKW
eHvXP0
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FINLAND
Main recipient sectors in fundraising

Sector (list in the following columns the Estimation in donations
specific third sector)
Health and Medical Research
Civic
protection
management

and

1-5%

emergency 1-5%

Services for people with disabilities

1-5%

Social services

1-5%

Environment and animal rights

25%

Education and training

12%*

Notes:
Universities are gathering funding for research. Normal schools are run by Tax money as
all other normal services in Finland. Environment and animal rights get people’s wallets
open.
Sources:
https://minedu.fi/en/article/-/asset_publisher/okm-n-talousarvioesitys-6-8-miljardiaeuroa-vuodelle-2020

Check out which the main current regulations directly related to fundraising

Law (n/year & name)

5.7.2019/863 Rahankeräyslaki

Aim/scope of the law

Money collection Act from people

Link on the
government page

https://www.finlex.fi/fi/laki/ajantasa/2019/20190863
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Check out which the main current regulations indirectly related to fundraising

Law (n/year & name)

N/A

Aim/scope of the law

Link on the government
page

What are the main regulatory authorities for donations and donors? What are their
powers of investigation/audit/sanctions/study?

N/A
Name of the authority on NGO register
FINNISH PATENT AND REGISTRATION OFFICE
Functions (in brief)
Maintains central registry of companies and associations
Name of the authority on anti-money laundering
the Regional State Administrative Agency
Function
the authority to impose administrative fines, public warnings and penalty payments on
obliged reporting entities for violation or neglect of the obligations laid down by the AntiMoney Laundering Act
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Indirect State support for fundraising
States support fundraising through tax benefits schemes for donors and beneficiaries
based on the amount of donation. In this way, donors pay a reduced income tax as
reported on their annual tax declarations. Special VAT treatment, percentage
mechanisms of wage, art patronage benefits, deductions on SME tax payments after
donations, etc. are all related to the same support the role of NPOs in their work.

Tax benefits for donors (individuals)

Taxpayer,don’t need to pay taxes from personal income for donated money

Tax benefits for donors (corporations)

Companies don’t need to pay taxes from money they have donated

Tax treatment of funds raised

Money need to be donated to University or high school or tax goverments named fund
association, which has aim to give funding for science, arts or finnish culture.

Percentage tax designation mechanism

Based on normal progressive tax percent

Others (if applicable)
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Indirect State support for fundraising

Support for administrative costs in fundraising

N/A

Others (if applicable)

Permits and licensing requirements
In many countries, the law does not oblige organisers to obtain authorisation for
fundraising activities, but others do have public laws e.g. to organise a public collection
of money. In Europe regulations change in many ways, so in this case if you have to
check which sort of authorisations are needed to raise funds through public collection of
money (e.g. if I am organising a charity bingo, in a country you need to ask for a specific
permission to local authorities; if I am doing a tax revenue donation action, I need to be
registered to a specific non-profit list to be recognised as applicable)
Name of the action
Money Collection Act
Description of the permits/licensing needed by the NPO
money collection licence granted by the National Police Board
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Existing educational material on fundraising

Name of the
course

Provider/Platform/Media

Description

Link

N/A

Identify the main private organisations financing/outsourcing for NPOs in your
country.

Organisation

Eligible
recipients

STEA

Associatio
ns

Eligible
actions

Type of
contribution

Link

Funding
Centre for
Social
Welfare and
Health
Organisatio
ns

https://www.stea.fi/web/en/frontp
age

OPH

Erasmus &
NordPlus

https://www.oph.fi/fi/kehittaminen/
nordplus-aikuiskoulutus

Finnish
Cultural
Foundation

ART AND
SCIENCE

https://skr.fi/en
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Identify the main platforms gathering public (or also private) funds opportunities.

Name of the platform

Link

Rahoitushakemisto

https://www.kansalaisyhteiskunta.fi/rahoitushakemisto

Identify the main crowd-funding platforms (digital fundraising).

Name

Mesenaatti.me

Main working theme

Anyone can be a funder

Link

https://mesenaatti.me/en/info/mika-on-mesenaatti-me/
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GERMANY
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Main recipient sectors in fundraising

Sector

Estimation
in
donations
*1 *a

Estimation in
donations
*2 *b

Immediate and emergency aid

32,9%

9,7% *3

Child and youth services

29,7%

20,8% *3

Services for sick people and people with disabilities 21,9%

9,4% *3

Development aid

18,5%

Social services/ welfare

16,5%

Animal protection

15,6%

5,8%

Environment protection and nature conservation

12,8%

3,3%

Church and belief

12,5%

20,7% *3

Sport

3,2%

Culture & monument preservation

2,5%

Others/ not specified

11,6%

Municipalities and municipal services

7,8%

Humanitarian aid (including for example: emergency
aid, church/ religion, child & youth services, sickness/
disability, long-term development aid, education, other
social purposes)
Notes:
*1) Market shares in percent based on donors 2018
*2) Share of total income of donations in %
*3) included in humanitarian aid
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73,7%

Sources:
*a) Facts and figures published by the German Fundraising Association
(Deutscher Fundraising Verband) on their website based on the
German donations monitor 2018 by TNS Kantar:
https://www.dfrv.de/fundraising-zahlen-und-fakten/
*b) Key results on donation behaviour in 2018 published by Deutsche
Spendenrat e.V. (an association representing the interests of
fundraising non-profit organisations): https://www.spendenrat.de/wpcontent/uploads/2019/02/Bilanz_des_Helfens_2019.pdf
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Check out which the main current regulations directly related to fundraising

Law (n/year
& name)

Rheinland-Pfalz: Sammlungsgesetz für Rheinland-Pfalz - GVBl. 1970, 93
Thüringen: Thüringer Sammlungsgesetz (ThürSammlG) - GVBl. 1995,
197
Saarland: Gesetz Nr. 868 - Saarländisches Sammlungsgesetz – 1968

Aim/scope of
the law

For collecting donations in public (on the streets or by ringing door bells),
each of the federal states in Germany used to have a so called collection
law under which it was necessary to register this with the responsible
administration and ask for permission. The aim was to check the
credibility of the collector and the organisation since anyone asked for a
donation in a public space is usually not in the position to check this on
the spot and is forced to decide immediately for or against a donation.
Due to the high administrative workload, most federal states scraped this
law over the last two decades. Nowadays, only in the federal states of
Rhineland-Palatinate, Thuringia, and Saarland this laws still apply.

Link on the
government
page

Rhineland-Palatinate:
http://landesrecht.rlp.de/jportal/?quelle=jlink&query=SammlG+RP&psml=b
srlpprod.psml
Thuringia:
http://landesrecht.thueringen.de/jportal/?quelle=jlink&query=SammlG+TH
&psml=bsthueprod.psml&max=true&aiz=true
Saarland: http://sl.juris.de/cgibin/landesrecht.py?d=http://sl.juris.de/sl/SammlG_SL_rahmen.htm
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The main current regulations indirectly related to fundraising

Law (n/year & name)

laws related to associations:
Gesetz zur Regelung des öffentlichen Vereinsrechts
(Vereinsgesetz)
http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/vereinsg/index.html
Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch (BGB) §21 - 79
https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/bgb/__21.html
law related to non-profit status:
Abgabenordnung §51-68 (General Fiscal Law)
https://dejure.org/gesetze/AO/52.html

Aim/scope of the law

Indirectly related to fundraising are the laws concerning
associations/ foundations, non-profit limited liability
companies, etc., and especially the laws on non-profit status.

Link on the government
page

See above
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What are the main regulatory authorities for donations and donors? What are their
powers of investigation/audit/sanctions/study?

Name of the authority on NGO register
Amtsgericht (district court)
Functions (in brief)
It is necessary to register an association at the appropriate district court in order to
become a registered association. In Germany, the abbreviation is “e.V.”, which is part of
the official name of an organisation. In this way, it is possible to identify an association as
non-profit on first sight.
The district courts are in the responsibility of the federal state and also have many other
functions and tasks.
Name of the authority on anti-money laundering
Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU) (https://www.zoll.de/DE/Fachthemen/FIU/fiu_node.html)
Function
The Financial Intelligence Unit is the central national office for receiving, collecting, and
analysing information about suspicious financial transactions, which could be related to
money laundering or terrorist financing.
The following persons, companies, and authorities are obliged to report: supervisory
authorities/ inspectorates, fiscal/ tax authorities, banks, financial agencies, insurance
companies, casinos, lawyers, notaries, auditors, brokers, tradespeople (e.g. jewellers, car
or antique dealers).
Name of the authority on the “approval” of donations
Tax office
Function
Individuals, companies and also associations need to indicate donations in their tax
declaration and document them according to the law.
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Indirect State support for fundraising
States support fundraising through tax benefits schemes for donors and beneficiaries
based on the amount of donation. In this way, donors pay a reduced income tax as
reported on their annual tax declarations. Special VAT treatment, percentage
mechanisms of wage, art patronage benefits, deductions on SME tax payments after
donations, etc. are all related to the same support the role of NPOs in their work.

Tax benefits for donors (individuals)

In Germany, individuals can claim donations up to 20% of their annual total amount of
income as tax-exempt (income tax). In case the donations are over 20%, they can be
carried into the next fiscal year.
For donations up to 200€ the proof for donations can be a bank statement, transfer
voucher, or a pay-in slip. In case of donations over 200€, an officially recognized
donation receipt according to the regulations is necessary.

Tax benefits for donors (corporations)

Corporations can also claim donations up to 20% of their annual income before the
deduction of donations as tax-exempt (corporate tax).
Additionally, companies are able to claim donations up to 20% of the annual profit from
business operation as tax-exempt (trade tax).
Another limit for companies refers to the sum of total turnover and wages and salaries
spent within a year. Up to 4% of this sum can be claimed as a donation to reduce
profits.
In case of higher donations, the difference can be carried into the next fiscal year.
For donations up to 200€, the proof for donations can be a bank statement, transfer
voucher, or a pay-in slip. In case of donations over 200€, an officially recognized
donation receipt according to the regulations is necessary.
Donations in kind from companies can also be claimed, but for donations in kind from
the business assets (e.g. old computer), the company needs to pay VAT on the
replacement value.
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Tax treatment of funds raised

Organisations, who want to raise funds and be tax-exempt, need to be recognized as
non-profit. They need to apply for this and the non-profit status is regularly checked by
the tax offices. According to the tax law and organization is non-profit when it is
dedicated to the "selfless support of the general public in material, spiritual or moral
matters" and the organization has to pursue charitable, benevolent, or church-related
purposes.
In case an organisation is also active in an economical sense, these activities should
not outbalance the charitable/non-profit activities, or the tax office can revoke the nonprofit status. Economical active non-profit organisations have to prove that these
economical activities are a special purpose enterprise and are necessary for the
organization to fulfil its purpose. Economical activities are for example when a choir is
organized as a non-profit association and sells tickets for its concerts. If the admission is
free and the audience is only asked to donate what they want at the exit, this counts as
charitable activity. Sponsoring is also considered as economic activity, since the
organization offers a return service for the money they receive. All surplus funds a nonprofit association is generating must be used promptly for the defined purposes.
If an organisation is recognized as non-profit, it is exempt from corporate tax and trade
tax. This tax exemption applies above all to the idealistic area: no taxes are due for
membership fees, donations, inheritances, grants, and the like. Also the economic
activities are tax-exempt up to a limit of 35.000€ of income per year. In case the income
larger than this amount, economical activities like sport or cultural events have a
reduced tax rate of 7% (VAT).

Percentage tax designation mechanism

N/A

Others (if applicable)
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Sources:
·

https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/estg/__10b.html

· https://www.buergergesellschaft.de/praxishilfen/arbeit-imverein/rechtsgrundlagen/gemeinnuetzigkeitsrecht-gemeinnuetziges-steuerrecht/
·

https://www.impulse.de/finanzen-vorsorge/geld/spenden-absetzen/2150948.html

Direct State support for fundraising
There are some European States which directly support fundraising through the
recognition of administrative costs or similar actions

Support for administrative costs in fundraising

N/A

Others (if applicable)
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Permits and licensing requirements
In many countries, the law does not oblige organisers to obtain authorisation for
fundraising activities, but others do have public laws e.g. to organise a public collection
of money. In Europe regulations change in many ways, so in this case if you have to
check which sort of authorisations are needed to raise funds through public collection of
money (e.g. if I am organising a charity bingo, in a country you need to ask for a specific
permission to local authorities; if I am doing a tax revenue donation action, I need to be
registered to a specific non-profit list to be recognised as applicable)
Name of the action
see section 2 regulations directly related to fundraising
Description of the permits/licensing needed by the NPO
A permit for a public collection of money is necessary in the federal states of RhinelandPalatinate, Thuringia and Saarland.
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Existing educational material on fundraising

Name of the
course

Provider/Plat
form/Media

Description

Link

Platform
“Fundraising
evangelisch”

Fundraising
Akademie in
cooperation
with
Gemeinschaf
tswerk der
Evangelische
n Publizistik

This website offers all
kinds of materials
regarding fundraising
with a special focus
on fundraising for
Lutheran church
parishes.

https://www.fundraisingevangelisch.de/

Teamblog
sozialmarketi
ng.de

the authors
are experts
on
fundraising,
social
marketing
and social
media

Different experts
https://sozialmarketing.de/
publish articles on the
different aspects of
fundraising on the
blog.

Stiftung
Mitarbeit
(Collaboratio
n
Foundation)

Under the link, there
are materials to learn
about how to write an
application. It is also
possible to download
the publication
“Successfully
obtaining funding”

Writing a
grant
application
(in German)

The blog also offers a
list of links to free
online materials
regarding the basics
of fundraising
(https://sozialmarketin
g.de/ressourcen/)
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https://www.buergergesellschaft.d
e/praxishilfen/erfolgreichfoerdermittel-einwerben/einenfoerdermittelantrag-schreiben/

Fundraiser
Magazin

FundraiserMagazin
GbR

This is the online
platform of the
German fundraiser
magazine with many
up-to date articles
around the topic of
fundraising.

https://web.fundraiser-magazin.de/

Video
"Spenden Sie
jetzt!" – Wie
Organisation
en digitales
Fundraising
richtig nutzen

Bundeszentr
ale für
politische
Bildung

Short video (3
minutes) about some
general basics in
fundraising.

https://www.bpb.de/lernen/digitalebildung/werkstatt/272275/spenden
-sie-jetzt-wie-organisationendigitales-fundraising-richtig-nutzen

Script
„Fundraising
Kreative und
effektive
Methoden
der
Mittelbeschaf
fung“

Nicole
WeigelStollenwerk
and Rudi
Piwko

This is a pdfdocument – a script
from a seminar about
fundraising as a
creative and effective
method to gain funds

http://www.seniorenbueros.org/file
admin/user_upload/Archiv_Semina
re/EXPERTISE_FUNDRAISING20
01.PDF

Newsletters
on the topic
fundraising

Bundesnetz
werk
Bürgerschaftl
iches
Engagement

These are 2
newsletters of the
federal network of
civic participation on
the topic fundraising.

https://www.b-b-e.de/bbenewsletter/newsletter-nr-25-vom12122019/#wilke

https://www.b-be.de/newsletter/bbenewsletter/archiv/newsletter-nr-25vom-13122018/

Article “10
tips for
successful
fundraising”

Thomas
Schiffelmann
/ Petra Röhrl
on the
website of

This is an article with
10 successful tips for
successful
fundraising.
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https://www.die-stiftung.de/praxisprojekte/10-tipps-fuererfolgreiches-fundraising-31833/

the
magazine for
foundations

Free
webinars
regarding
direct
marketing (in
German)

Deutsche
Post
(German
Post)

Materials
“Fundraising
für selbst
organisierte
Projekte“

Kompetenzn
etzwerk
Wohnen

Free webinars
regarding direct
marketing

https://www.direktmarketingcenter.
de/webinare-online-seminare.html

The topics are for
example how to
acquire new
customers, more
success through loyal
customers, less
postage for mailings

This is an article with
practical tips and
examples of
fundraising.
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http://www.kompetenznetzwerkwohnen.de/sub/de/wissenspool/13
Fundraising/

Identify the main private organisations financing/outsourcing for NPOs in your
country. We distinguish two main of support, namely: funding and sourcing. Funding is
about concrete financial support, while sourcing is about giving services or facilitating any
commodity need.

Organisatio Eligible
n
recipients

Eligible
actions

Type of
contribut
ion

Link

Stifterhelfen – IT
for nonprofits

non-profit
organisati
ons in
Germany

IT
https://www.stifter-helfen.de/
donations
resource
/
Software; s
special
condition
s (e.g.
lower
price) for
nonprofits; IT
services

Sparkasse
n und
Banken

non-profit
organisati
ons in
Germany

all kinds
of
different
actions

funds & List of support schemes for non-profits of
resource different banks:
s
https://www.buergergesellschaft.de/mitge
stalten/tipps-fuer-engagierteorganisationen/foerdermittel/sparkassenund-banken/

Aktion
Mensch

NGOs
improving
the life of
disabled
people

activities
and
facilities
for
people
with
disabilitie
s,
promotin
g
inclusion

funds

https://www.aktion-mensch.de/
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Deutsches
Kinderhilfs
werk

associatio
ns,
initiatives,
groups of
parents,
groups of
children
and youth

The
funds
organizati
on
supports
the rights
of
children
in
Germany
.

https://www.dkhw.de/

Fonds
Soziokultur

associatio
ns,
initiatives

developm funds
ent of
new
offers
and
activities
in
sociocult
ure

https://www.fonds-soziokultur.de/
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Identify the main platforms gathering public (or also private) funds opportunities.

Name of the platform

Link

Förderdatenbank (funding
database for funding
programmes from the state, the
federal states and the EU)

https://www.foerderdatenbank.de

Wegweiser Bürgergesellschaft
(Guide Civil Society – publishes
an up-to date list of competitions
and awards for civic
participation)

https://www.buergergesellschaft.de/mitteilen/nuetzliche
s/wettbewerbe-foerderpreise/

Stiftungssuche (foundation
search – finding the right
German foundation)

https://stiftungssuche.de/

Förderlotse – Fördermittelblog
für gemeinnützige
organisationen (blog on funds
for non-profit organisations)

https://blog-foerdermittel.de/internetverzeichnis/

Database of competitions in the
area of education

https://www.bildungsserver.de/wettbewerbe.html

Overview of funding schemes,
awards, competitions, etc. in the
area of culture

https://www.kultnet.com/
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Identify the main crowd-funding platforms (digital fundraising).
Crowdfunding Platforms: https://www.startnext.com/, https://www.kickstarter.com/,
https://www.indiegogo.com/, https://www.ecocrowd.de/, https://www.visionbakery.com/,
https://www.99funken.de/,
Donation
Platforms:
https://www.betterplace.org/de
(social
sector),
https://www.helpdirect.org/ (international aid projects in the field of humanitarian aid and
environmental, nature and animal protection), https://helpedia.de/ (possibility of personal
appeals for donations due to an event e.g. birthday), https://www.sozialspende.de/,
https://www.innatura.org/ (platform for the facilitation of donations in kind for social
purposes
Purchasing
platforms
with
donations:
https://smile.amazon.de/,
https://www.schulengel.de/, https://www.helpfreely.org/de/, https://www.helpshops.org/,
https://www.wecanhelp.de/
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Identify a success story in your country.

Brief description

“Bring Licht herein!” (engl.: Bring light in!) – fundraising campaign of the Lockwitz Castle
Evangelical Lutheran Parish
The parish needed 25.000€ of donations for the restauration of the church Röhrsdorf and
used this slogan for their campaign during the advent season before Christmas. Before,
the church had mainly been lit with candles and the money was used to install sustainable
lighting. The last restauration of the interior of the church had taken place in 1883. After 6
months, the donations reached 32.000€ (for each invested Euro they got 9 Euro in return).
The campaign’s website included a donation form and stated that 20€ would help to close
one of the many cracks, 40€ to replace one of the 72 missing parts of the historic crystal
hanging of the chandelier and 80€ to restore half a square meter of painted wall surface.
This fundraising campaign made 2nd place in the German Fundraising Award 2018.

Link

https://www.bring-licht-herein.de/

Reward model

There were no special rewards for the donors, but the promise to preserve a historical
building in the village and open it again for concerts and weddings. After the successful
campaign, a concert was organized in the church to thank all donors.

How they have engaged the donors – why was it so successful?

They engaged many people in the campaign and built a community of Christians and also
neighbors not believing in god. They produced flyers and formulated a letter to ask for
donations. The seniors of the parish helped by packing the letters and other volunteers
distributed them in the whole village.
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How have they updated the donors during the fundraising campaign?

They mainly updated the donors through the campaign website with a donation barometer
and construction site diary. On the website, the people were able to see pictures of the
current state of the church and how it developed. Another channel they used was a special
Facebook site for the campaign.

Media of the campaign.

Video as application for the German Fundraising Award

https://www.facebook.com/BringLichtherein/videos/528884034171973/?hc_ref=ARTGbSm
viMboz9tu9LcGxuBwynPzL_Wuw19hsoYuYHY7k8BLzSP762fQHYxKPP5pbLQ&fref=nf&_
_xts__[0]=68.ARA8l7GiGhP9sQGRyTiq8BWz8MYmX6IUGUbOWr0cHR1PEpYesVtq8h1TVhU41ExJJJuVE683u8Kj9nmvxKqs7U9rcr7RRXxLpeGxK1pp4HEqQaOaQetLIMWrZjteBrvUr9oqlhthtokYo5BuAZjFc
L9I9hn3n06xh8qVBA_xtWix_R1qsjPYVXT_QwZP1KW_xd9YWpdQwcXcqlR1hn27EataJBXenQeLqAFeJ1Xej0ZpvHoS9Bx1MEIToMTVe5Po-Rvfwgx1OFPFNYU2hjI_mPOGsxxe95TYG91fSCtq3X0mqzLWqBGM4q6aRcdrWkjPtlyTzub5Fjf2VqjF_3o3snHYLej3bo&__tn__=kC-R

Facebook page of the campaign

https://www.facebook.com/BringLichtherein/
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More Best Practices: (in German)
·

https://www.spendenrat.de/spendeninfos/best-practise-guide/

· Deutscher Fundraising-Preis 2019: https://www.dfrv.de/blog/2019/05/10/pmdeutscher-fundraising-preis-2019-verliehen/
· Deutscher Fundraising-Preis 2018: https://www.dfrv.de/blog/2018/04/20/deutscherfundraising-preis-2018-verliehen/
· Deutscher Fundraising-Preis 2017: https://www.dfrv.de/blog/2017/05/05/deutscherfundraising-preis-2017-verliehen/
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GREECE
Main recipient sectors in fundraising
Notes:
It was difficult to find information about the estimation in donations for NGOs. What we have found
are the followings: is
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Source:
https://www.snf.org/el/dorees/katanomi-doreon/
Donations which Stavros Niarchos Foundation in Greece did from 1996 – 2020:
§ Education: 23%
§ Arts & Culture: 33%
§ Social Welfare: 13%
§ Health & Sports: 31%
Source:
https://www.solidaritynow.org/en/dorees/
Since 2013, SolidarityNow has supported the implementation of a total of 73 programs in Greece
that relate the following sectors:
§ Immigration/Refugees: 25
§ Human Rights: 6
§ Health: 9
§ Democracy / Institution Building: 4
§ Legal Aid: 7
§ Employability: 6
§ Children/Youth and Education: 8
§ Women’s Empowerment: 4
§ Nutritional Health: 4
To the above link are presented all the NGOs which have been supported in Greece, the amount
of money, the project period and the location of each NGO
Source:
https://higgs3.org/higgs3-wp/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Research-Report-Greek-NGOsCrowdfunding-ENG.pdf
HIGGS, having as its mission to provide Greek Non-profits with continuous support, conducted the
first survey on crowdfunding and NGOs in Greece. The research recorded 59 completed
campaigns which have been organised and conducted by Greek NGOs
Each NGO participated to the survey was allocated to one of the following categories according to
the sector they are operating in or the object of their campaign:
§ Children
§ Culture
§ Social (This category includes NGOs which aimed at the development of the society as
a whole. Such projects can include combatting unemployment, vulnerable people
integration, providing goods and services to vulnerable groups and combatting
poverty)
§ Environment
§ Health
§ Agriculture
§ Disabled
§ Education
Approximately one third of the campaigns (34%) addressed issues related to “Children”, whereas
only few were related to “Education”.
As far as success rates are concerned, “Disabled”, then “Children” and “Culture” had the highest
ones.
From the recorded campaigns 280,815 euros were collected in total (with the exception of
institutional donations) out of the 795,673 euros being the target (35% of the total), with 139,988
euros (50% of the total amount) in the “Children” category. Other Sources:
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Sector

Success Rate

Agriculture

0%

Disabled

100%

Education

0%

Social

25%

Children

35%

Environment

17%

Culture

33%

Health

25%
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ITALY
Fundraising - bibliography
Legislative Decree 117/ 03.07.2017. Codice del Terzo Settore. Retrieved from <
https://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2017/08/2/17G00128/sg>
Law
Decree
35/03/2020
https://www.normattiva.it/urires/N2Ls?urn:nir:stato:decreto.legge:2020-03-17;18!vig=
Cantiere Terzo Settore https://www.cantiereterzosettore.it/riforma/donazioni/raccolta-fondi

Trends in fundraising
“Istat: ecco l'aggiornamento sui numeri del non profit” . Retrieved from
https://www.istat.it/it/files//2018/10/non-profit.pdf
Struttura e profili del settore non profit. Retrieved from
http://www.vita.it/it/article/2019/04/18/istat-ecco-laggiornamento-sui-numeri-del-nonprofit/151323/

Corporate social responsibility
https://artbonus.gov.it/
https://www.osservatoriosocialis.it/2018/06/22/viii-rapporto-impegno-sociale-delle-aziendeitalia/
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Main recipient sectors in fundraising

Sector (list in the following columns the Estimation in donations
specific third sector)

Health and Medical Research

Civic
protection
management

and

57%

emergency 27%

Services for people with disabilities

25%

Social services

24%

Environment and animal rights

22%

Education and training

8%*

Notes:
*It is important to notice that in Italy, millennials donations different sensibly from the ones
of adults (+30), as they give higher priority to education-related donations, reaching 16%
of the total amount.

Sources:
Doxa Institute, 2017. Donare 3.0. Doxa research for Paypal Italy and Rete del Dono.
Consulted resource: https://blog.retedeldono.it/it/content/ricerca-donare-3.0-69-donatorisolo-da-mobile
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Check out which the main current regulations directly related to fundraising

Law (n/year & name)

Legislative decree n°111 - 3rd of July 2017 Regulation on
5 per thousand of Italian taxes (legislative decree n°111 of
the 3rd of July 2017)

Aim/scope of the law

It is a regulation on the donation corresponding to the 5 per
thousand of the revenue of the physical persons.
The donation is calculated on the yearly revenue tax and it
can be addressed, according to the preferences of the
taxpayer to: third sector entities registered in the dedicated
national charter; research centers or universities, research
bodies or campaigns addressed to support advancement
in the health sector, to support social activities
implemented in the town taxpayer lives and/or non
professional sport association, recognised by the National
Olympic Committee carrying out relevant social activities.

Link on the government
page

http://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2017/07/18/17G00122/
sg

Law (n/year & name)

Law n. 106/29.07..2014 Artbonus

Aim/scope of the law

Credit tax exemption for cultural support from corporate

Link on the government
page

https://artbonus.gov.it/

Law (n/year & name)

Law n.221/17.12.2012
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Aim/scope of the law

It is the first country law on crowdfunding, regulating it both
for profits and for nonprofits. It distinguishes the different
typologies and the different taxation systems.

Link on the government
page

https://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2017/07/19/17G00124
/sg
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Check out which the main current regulations indirectly related to fundraising

Law (n/year & name)

N. 117 Legislative decree of the 3rd of July 2017 regulation of the Third sector

Aim/scope of the law

To highlight the importance of fundraising in the third
sector as well defining the role and profile of fundraiser
(with relevance in the article 7 of the legislative e decree)

Link on the government page

http://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2017/08/02/17G00128/
sg

Law (n/year & name)

N. 112 Legislative decree of the 3rd of July 2017 Regulation of Social Enterprises

Aim/scope of the law

Regulation on the functions, administration and
sustainability of the Social Enterprises. Fundraising and
tax credit are involved in the article 16 and 18 of the
decree.

Link on the government page

http://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2017/07/19/17G00124/
sg

Law (n/year & name)

Law n. 124/04.08.2017 (successively modified by Law
Decree 34/19 art.35)

Aim/scope of the law

It foresees that all nonprofits have the obligation to publish
in their pages the amount of public grants/contributions
received if they are more than 10.000€. It must be done
before February of each year.

Link on the government page

https://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2017/08/14/17G00140
/sg
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What are the main regulatory authorities for donations and donors? What are their
powers of investigation/audit/sanctions/study?

Name of the authority on nonprofit analysis
AdE (Agenzia delle Entrate - Revenue Agency)
Functions (in brief)
Check-up on the balance sheets & correct management repositories and on the correct
tax payment. What is more it keeps the record of entities registered for the 5 per 1000
and shows the register of donation gathered together with taxation.
Name of the authority on anti-corruption
ANAC (Anti-corruption Monitoring Authority)
Function
It has defined the main guidelines on the definition of the management of the public places
by nonprofits and on the obligations nonprofits have.
Name of the authority on monitoring crowd-funding
CONSOB
Function
The national commission for society and financial market (Commissione nazionale per le
società e la Borsa) is in charge of monitoring and protecting investments, donations,
investors, and donors to ensure transparency and the development of the market. For
instance it control the transparency and regulate the donations in the equity crowdfunding,
monitoring the money laundering which could occur in big campaigns or equity campaigns
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Indirect State support for fundraising
States support fundraising through tax benefits schemes for donors and beneficiaries
based on the amount of donation. In this way, donors pay a reduced income tax as
reported on their annual tax declarations. Special VAT treatment, percentage
mechanisms of wage, art patronage benefits, deductions on SME tax payments after
donations, etc. are all related to the same support the role of NPOs in their work.

Tax benefits for donors (individuals)

Individuals already benefit in a number of ways:
Donations (money or goods) is 30% for max 30.000€
35% for volunteer-based organisations (called ‘OdV’)
10% of the total revenues
10% deductible (max 70.000€)

Tax benefits for donors (corporations)

Donations (either in goods or money) from businesses to NPOs/NGOs are taxdeductible up to 10% of the revenue and up to 70.000,00 €.

Tax treatment of funds raised

Public collection of money in Italy is VAT exempt. With the last nonprofit reform,
fundraising is a structural activity of nonprofits and it can always be done. Rewards and
small good exchange for donations are foreseen.

Percentage tax designation mechanism
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8X1000: It is a percentage on the Income Fixed Tax for Natural Persons (IRPEF), which
can be transferred either to a religious institution or to support state functions/initiatives,
which could be chosen among:
-

Initiatives to tackling poverty and/or cooperation projects promoted by the state;
To support initiatives to rebuild/support areas affected by natural disasters;
To support the refugee shelters/resettlement programmes;
Cultural heritage protection;
School building.

Tax-payers can pick and notify the destination of the percentage to be donated by
submitting a paper (module 730-1) together with the tax declaration to the patronage
office, post office or accountant in charge.
5X1000: It is a percentage on the taxation of income of the natural persons which can
be donated by the taxpayer to NPOs or NGOs enrolling the beneficiary chart held and
monitored by the IRS (Revenue Agency) or to the social initiatives of the municipalities.
The activities/initiatives eligible for the 5X1000 are:
-

Volunteering organisations;
Scientific research and phd;
Health research;
Non professional sport initiatives (given a social merit);
Initiatives for protection and promotion of cultural heritage and landscape;
Social initiatives implemented by municipalities;
Management and protection of natural sites.

The percentage of taxation listed above can be donated with the same tax declaration.

Others (if applicable)
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Direct State support for fundraising
There are some European States which directly support fundraising through the
recognition of administrative costs or similar actions.

Support for administrative costs in fundraising

Not applicable

Others (if applicable)

Permits and licensing requirements
In many countries, the law does not oblige organisers to obtain authorisation for
fundraising activities, but others do have public laws e.g. to organise a public collection
of money. In Europe regulations change in many ways, so in this case if you have to
check which sort of authorisations are needed to raise funds through public collection of
money (e.g. if I am organising a charity bingo, in a country you need to ask for a specific
permission to local authorities; if I am doing a tax revenue donation action, I need to be
registered to a specific non-profit list to be recognised as applicable)
Name of the action

Description of the permits/licensing needed by the NPO
It has been completely liberalised by the state through the reform of the third sector (leg.
Decree n.117/ 03.07.2017)
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Existing educational material on fundraising

Name of the
course

Provider/Platform/Media

Description

N/A
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Link

Identify the main private organisations financing/outsourcing for NPOs in your
country. We distinguish two main of support, namely: funding and sourcing. Funding is
about concrete financial support, while sourcing is about giving services or facilitating
any commodity need.

Organisation

Eligible
recipients

Eligible actions

Unipolis
foundation

NPOs and
NGOs

Cultural
activities/projec Sponsorship/Gra
ts (Culturability nt, support for
Grant),
networking
Training and
education
activities,
Solidarity/charit
y actions

Prima Spes
Onlus

NPOs and
NGOs

Project based
activities
related to:
charity and
social support,
Environmental
protection/cons
ervation and
animal
protection;
Culture and
scientific
research;
International
cooperation.
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Type of
contribution

Grant

Link

https://www.f
ondazioneuni
polis.org/

http://www.fo
ndazioneprim
aspes.org

Prosolidar
Foundation

NPOs, NGOs
and
Foundations

Solidarity
projects and
initiatives

Grant

http://www.fo
ndazionepros
olidar.org

Poste Insieme
Onlus

NGOs/NPOs

Project for
upskilling and
include socially
youngsters,
and seniors

Grant

https://www.p
osteitaliane.it/
it/progettichesosteniamo.ht
ml

Near Onlus
foundation

NPOs,NGos,
Fundations and
Public bodies

Social &
community
projects, in
particular the
ones
addressed to
children and
teenagers,
embedding
topics like
health care,
family and
education.

Grant

https://neargr
oup.it/fondazi
one-nearonlus/

Oxylane
Foundation

Charlemagne
Foundation

Tertio Millennio Onlus
Foundation

https://www.f
ondazionecha
rlemagne.org/

NPOs, NGOs
and
Foundations

Developing
charity
activities and
solidarity
projects in Italy
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Grant

https://www.c
reditocoopera
tivo.it/templat
e/default.asp
?i_menuID=9
587

and in the third
countries

IBM Italia
Foundation

NPOs, NGOs

Support for
social
initiatives
providing
devices and
technology.

Crowdsourcing

http://www.fo
ndazioneibm.i
t/sociale/dona
zioni.htm

Cariplo
Foundation

NPOs, NGOs

Local projects
and activities
related to
scientific
research,
education, art
and culture,
promotion and
protection of
cultural
heritage,
healthcare/acc
ess to health,
environment,
charity and
support to
vulnerable
people.

Grant

https://www.f
ondazionecari
plo.it/it/index.
html

EnelCuore
Onlus

NPOs, NGOs

Project and
initiatives for
social inclusion

Grant

https://www.e
nelcuore.it/

Unicredit
Foundation

NPOs, NGOs
and
Foundations

Project &
initiatives
focused in
central,
eastern and
southern
Europe and
cooperation for

Grant

https://www.u
nicreditfound
ation.org/it.ht
ml
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development
projects in third
countries.

Techsoup Italia

NPOs, NGOs

Supporting
initiatives and
organisations
dealing with
digital divide or
affected by
digital divide
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Grant and
resources

https://www.t
echsoup.it/

Identify the main platforms gathering public (or also private) funds opportunities.

Name of the platform

Link

Infobandi CSVnet

https://infobandi.csvnet.it/

Lazio Europa

http://lazioeuropa.it/

Europa Facile

http://www.europafacile.net/

Obiettivo Europa

https://www.obiettivoeuropa.com/

First Aster

https://first.aster.it/_aster_/home

Identify the main crowd-funding platforms (digital fundraising)

Name

Gofundme

Main working theme

Gofundme is one of the biggest donation platforms
mainly addressing charity campaigns. Recently it has
appeared in national and international media for the
fundraising campaigns aimed at gathering funds to build
Covid-units in the Italian Hospitals. It is almost
exclusively addressed to collect donations for charity
purposes and it can rely on a community of 50 million
donors. Campaigns upload are free of charge but it
charges a fee corresponding to 2,9% on transactions
and additional 0,25 € for donations done via credit/debit
card (due to the necessity to embed expenses related to
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transfers done via PayPal or WePay). Gofundme relies
on free donations to the platform done by users.

Link

https://it.gofundme.com/

Name

DeRev

Main working theme

DeRev is one of the most important at European Level;
in fact, in 2017 has been included by the European
Commission among the 5 most relevant and influential
sharing economy operators due to its
ability/programmes to empower the groups/individuals
raising funds through the DeRev platform.
Although it has a section dedicated to non-profit, DeRev
is mainly focused on start-up fundraising, innovation and
technology. The DeRev community is made of 6 million
users.
Uploading a campaign is free, but on the funds collected
and transferred, is applied a fee estimated among the %
and 9%.

Link

https://www.derev.com/

Name

Produzioni dal basso

Main working theme

Produzioni dal basso (Bottom-up production) is the first
crowdfunding platform launched in Italy. It has been
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operating since 2005 (when the word crowdfunding was
not even existing), using a reward/donation based type
of campaigns.
On the platforms are categorized campaigns for startups, innovation, culture, publishing, charity, etc..
Produzioni dal basso provides specific networking
services to associations/NGOs, SMEs, communities and
Public bodies and in the last few years it has supported
campaigns for the most important italian organisations,
such as Slow Food Italia, Terre Nuove Edizioni,
l’università Bicocca, Altreconomia, Arci.
Uploading campaign is free of charge, but donation are
underpinned to the the platform used by the donor to
finalize the donation and the crowdfunding options
chosen by the raisers: “all or nothing”/”get what you
raise”

Link

https://www.produzionidalbasso.com/

Name

BuonaCausa

Main working theme

It is a platform managed by BuonaCausa non-profit
organisation, working as a digital community to fund
initiatives and projects for the local community. It is
available a special function enabling people to run
campaigns addressed to third parties (NGOs,
associations, etc). BuonaCausa doesn’t charge any fee
to the campaigns (not to the transactions nor to the
transfer to the account of the organisation beneficiary of
the donations.

Link

https://buonacausa.org/
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Name

Eppela

Main working theme

It is one of the italian most experienced platforms. It
hosts campaigns mainly addressed to charity or
profit/non-profit initiatives/activities.Uploading a
campaign is free of charge but fees are applied to the
transactions done by donors and the transfer to the
beneficiary at the end of the campaign.

Link

https://www.eppela.com/it

Name

Rete del Dono

Main working theme

Rete del Dono (Network of donation) is focused on
social projects, solidarity and civic activism. Its objective
is to support the si impegna a sostegno di progetti di
utilità sociale, solidarietà e impegno civile. L’obiettivo è
aiutare individui, enti territoriali e aziende per “dare
forma al proprio impegno solidale, dalla scelta
dell’organizzazione non profit alla definizione della
modalità di coinvolgimento della comunità”. Previste
anche partnership con gli eventi sportivi di massa per
programmi di solidarietà (Charity Program) aperti alle
organizzazioni non profit territoriali. Il team puntualizza
che le organizzazioni non profit possono promuovere i
loro progetti iscrivendosi al portale; i donatori invece
possono effettuare donazioni online a favore delle noprofit (carta di credito o conto PayPal), partecipare a
un’iniziativa di raccolta fondi organizzata da un
sostenitore e invitare parenti e amici a fare lo stesso,
alimentando così il circuito virtuoso della solidarietà.
“Per le raccolte fondi finalizzate a sostenere le macroemergenze – ovvero quelle situazioni di grande pericolo
per le persone, i beni, le strutture e l’ambiente esposti a
danni di tipo catastrofico e che richiedono interventi di
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tipo straordinario – la commissione di Rete del dono
sarà del 3% anziché del 5%”, spiegano. A questa
commissione bisogna aggiungere quelle per le carte di
credito europee (1,4%+0,25 euro), credito non europee
(2,9%+0,25 euro), Satispay (0,5% per transazione sotto
i 10 euro) e PayPal (1,8%+0,35 euro); per i bonifici zero
euro.

Link

https://www.retedeldono.it/
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Identify a success story in your country.

Brief description

Solidarietà per Dalia (Solidarity for Dalia)
Each year tens of thousands of refugees travel through Ventimiglia, a small town at the
border between Italy and France. They are fleeing from war, torture and violence. Most
want to reunite with family members and acquaintances in the U.K., France and other
European countries, undertaking life-threatening journeys to cross the borders. Once
past the Italian frontier refugees encounter abuse, detentions and deportations by the
French police. For several months men, women and children are stranded in Ventimiglia
while desperately attempting to cross the border, with no access to clean water, food or
shelter besides the isolated and militarized Red Cross camp. Their vulnerable condition
is exacerbated by the racism of a large part of the local population, mostly hostile
towards non-white residents. Some locals, however, are resisting: like Delia, whose cafe
has become an island of solidarity in the harsh reality of Ventimiglia. Delia’s story begins
3 years ago, when she invited in and offered food to some women and children sitting
on the pavement in front of her cafe. Since then, thanks to word of mouth, the cafe has
become a local hub for refugees, volunteers and organizations in Ventimiglia. Delia,
who’s been nicknamed “Mama Africa”, has helped thousands of people on the move by
providing clothes, warm meals, hugs and a welcoming place to anyone in need. She
has handed out shoes, helped translating papers, assisted migrants in finding a place to
stay, offered free meals to women, children and anyone who could not afford them. At
The Hobbit’s Cafe you can charge phones and use the toilet (fully equipped with
toothbrushes, toothpaste, soap, sanitary pads and a changing table) without buying
anything. Children have their own corner, which Delia created collecting second-hand
toys.The cafe is often the only lifeline for the most vulnerable: pregnant women, minors,
sex trafficking victims. Sadly Delia’s commitment in helping refugees has attracted
hostility from many neighbours and locals, who avoid the cafe, labelled “the negroes’
cafe” and “the immigrants’ cafe”. Insults, threats and acts of vandalism are now part of
Delia’s everyday life. The isolation, the loss of clientele and pressures from many fronts
have pushed the cafe in an extremely difficult economic situation. Delia can no longer
cover the expenses and she was forced to put the cafe up for sale.
Through a crowdfunding campaign Dalia has gathered funds to keep going the bar,
providing money to pay bills and contribute toward meals she offers to people stopping
there and needing for food or something to drink. The campaign so far has gathered
donations from 1300 donors reaching more than 50000€ and doubling the initial goal of
the campaign.
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Link

https://www.gofundme.com/f/solidarieta-per-delia

Reward model

Donation

How they have engaged the donors – why was it so successful?

Donors have been engaged both online and during offline events and initiatives. In fact,
in the Hobbit bar have been organised specific events focusing on the phenomenon of
migration and the integration; book presentations, projections and debates have been
held in Delia’s bar. Webzines and online press (at national and international level) have
been involved to disseminate and raise awareness on both the campaign and the
migration topic.

How have they updated the donors during the fundraising campaign?

Donors have been updated on the campaign page and on social, by posting initiatives
and goals achieved. What is more, videos were films to link the owner of the Hobbit Bar
with donors. Moreover, the story of the owner has been published and spread by many
national and international blogs, webzines and press.

Media of the campaign.

IT italian national press:
https://www.repubblica.it/cronaca/2018/09/12/news/barista_serve_gli_stranieri_minacce
_e_insulti-206235872/?refresh_ce

IT blog: https://parolesulconfine.com/per-il-bar-hobbit-avamposto-dumanita/
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IT blog: http://www.osservatoriorepressione.info/ventimiglia-bar-regna-lumanita/

International Blogs (ENG): https://medium.com/are-you-syrious/ays-special-the-sea-israging-today-23b571d918f0

International blog (FR): https://maquistraductions.wordpress.com/2017/07/30/entretienavec-delia-du-bar-le-hobbit-vintimille-ne-peut-pas-me-voir-et-jai-plus-a-craindre-deshabitants-de-la-ville-que-des-migrants/

French Press (FR): http://www.lobservateurdemonaco.mc/aidants-desempares
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SPAIN

Fundraising - bibliography
https://www.businessinsider.es/fundraising-como-funciona-financiar-proyectos-289969
https://www.iberdrola.com/compromiso-social/que-es-fundraising
https://eacnur.org/blog/fundraising-que-es-y-por-que-es-necesario/
https://www.andbank.es/observatoriodelinversor/que-es-el-fundraising/
https://www.bbva.com/es/fundraising-definicion-metodos-y-aspectos-de-actualidad/
https://www.vivus.es/blog/economia-de-hoy/mejores-plataformas-de-crowdfunding/
https://es.ulule.com/
https://www.lanzanos.com/
https://www.verkami.com/
Trends in fundraising
https://eacnur.org/blog/una-ong-funcion-social-tc_alt45664n_o_pstn_o_pst/
https://www.ecogestos.com/la-importancia-de-las-ong-objetivos-y-desafios-para-2012/
https://www.unicef.es/
Corporate social respnsibility
https://www.iso.org/iso-26000-social-responsibility.html
http://www.fundaciones.org/EPORTAL_DOCS/GENERAL/AEF/DOCcw5bd9715f03d2a/AEF_INFORME_INAEFmontado_v9.pdf

Main recipient sectors in fundraising

Sector (list in the following columns the Estimation in donations
specific third sector)
Health and Medical Research

50%

Infants

47%

Victims of catastrophes and/or refugees 25%
from developing countries
Social services

18%
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Environment and animal rights

13%

Support for women

7%

Notes:
The donations are not only monetary but also physical, with donations such as food (64%),
clothes (60%), donation when buying a product (46%), cause signature (43%), a day to
raise funds - Red Cross day, among others (26%), voluntary work (24%), donation
through SMS (23%), charity events (22%), online charity (19%), calling charity (16%). All
this data is extracted from the report of the Asociación Española de Fundraising
(Fundraising Association of Spain) “La relación de los españoles con la donación
económica” in 2018.
Sources:
https://www.aefundraising.org/la-ultima-reforma-fiscal-eleva-las-donaciones-losciudadanos-ong/
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/fadd253441d021c2b26fb65e6/files/cc4df93d-d966-4177bc11-1564dffb62c5/La_colaboraci%C3%B3n_de_los_espa%C3%B1oles_20112018.pdf
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Check out which the main current regulations directly related to fundraising

Law (n/year & name)

Ley orgánica 49/2002

Aim/scope of the law

Regulation of the tax regime for non-profit organisations and
tax incentives for patronage

Link on the government
page

https://boe.es/buscar/act.php?id=BOE-A-2002-25039

Check out which the main current regulations indirectly related to fundraising

Law (n/year & name)

Ley orgánica 1/2002

Aim/scope of the law

Regulation of the Right to Associate

Link on the
government page
https://www.boe.es/boe/dias/2002/03/26/pdfs/A1198111991.pdf
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What are the main regulatory authorities for donations and donors? What are their
powers of investigation/audit/sanctions/study? (In some countries, the authority
model can be central, regional, local, or mixed. Identify the model and then explain which
authorities are involved. Multiply according to the number of authorities you reckon are
related to public money collection, from studying facts and figures, as well as making
analysis. Example of activities: anti-money laundering,

Name of the authority on NGO register
AECID
Functions (in brief)
They control the registration of development NGOs so that they can receive state aid and
carry out their activities.
Name of the authority on anti-money laundering
Sepblac
Function
They prevent money laundering by applying European Union guidelines.
Name of the authority on Protection of the Investor
Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores
Function
They are in charge of protecting the investor, certifying that the money they have invested
is used for the cause.
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Indirect State support for fundraising
States support fundraising through tax benefits schemes for donors and beneficiaries
based on the amount of donation. In this way, donors pay a reduced income tax as
reported on their annual tax declarations. Special VAT treatment, percentage
mechanisms of wage, art patronage benefits, deductions on SME tax payments after
donations, etc. are all related to the same support the role of NPOs in their work.

Tax benefits for donors (individuals)

If the donation is up to 150 euros, the donor can take 50% off from the IRPF (Income
tax over individual persons) and, if it is over that quantity, the donor can take 27,5% off
from the IRPF. If the donation is 250 euros, the 50% applies to the first 150 euros and
the 27,5% applies to the 100 that last.

Tax benefits for donors (corporations)

The donors can take off 35% of the corporate tax. If the donations done to the same
entity for more than a year, and it is done immediately before the payment of the tax, the
corporation can take up to a 37,5% of the tax.

Tax treatment of funds raised

The foundations are not totally obliged to pay the VAT if the activities they
realise are: assisting the third age, minorities, refugees, exiled, ex prisoners to
reinsert them, alcoholics and drug addicts; providing special education and support
to persons with disabilities; protecting children and young people; community and
familiar social actions; cooperation for the development; visits to museums, gardens,
zoos, document centres, archives, libraries and art galleries; sport practice,
excepting sport shows; music and theatre shows and organization of expositions
and similar activities. All those activities not included in these categories are obliged
to have a register of all their activities quarterly and annually, keep a register of the
VAT and their inversions, and issue bills.
·
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Percentage tax designation mechanism

N/A

Others (if applicable)
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Indirect State support for fundraising
There are some European States which directly support fundraising through the
recognition of administrative costs or similar actions. Not many States do it. If in your
country they exist, please fill it in. If not, write N/A.

Support for administrative costs in fundraising

N/A

Others (if applicable)

Permits and licensing requirements
In many countries, the law does not oblige organisers to obtain authorisation for
fundraising activities, but others do have public laws e.g. to organise a public collection
of money. In Europe regulations change in many ways, so in this case if you have to
check which sort of authorisations are needed to raise funds through public collection of
money (e.g. if I am organising a charity bingo, in a country you need to ask for a specific
permission to local authorities; if I am doing a tax revenue donation action, I need to be
registered to a specific non-profit list to be recognised as applicable)
Name of the action
Permission of occupation of the public way
Description of the permits/licensing needed by the NPO
It needs permission from the town-hall to occupy the public way because they can provide
the security needed for the event.
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Existing educational material on fundraising

Name of the
course

Provider/Platform/Media

Description

Link

Webinar:
fundraising
cultural

Youtube channel

It is a webinar from
IEBS Business
school, explaining
with details what is
cultural fundraising
in Spanish

https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=hp-EPnoSpaY

Fundraising:
qué es y por
qué es
necesario

Blog Eacnur

It is a page of the
blog from acnur, the
international NGO
explaining what is
and why is it
important to have
fundraising

https://eacnur.org/blog/fu
ndraising-que-es-y-porque-es-necesario/

Fundraising:
definición y
métodos

Blog BBVA

It is a blog form the
bank BBVA which
explains what is and
various ways to
obtain funds for the
NGOs

https://www.bbva.com/es
/fundraising-definicionmetodos-y-aspectos-deactualidad/

Asociación
Española de
Fundraising

Blog

It is a blog where
https://www.aefundraisin
youcan find many
g.org/blog-fundraising/
information about
not only what
activities can you do
to raise money but
also studies of the
donors’ profile,
events, etc.
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Identify the main private organisations financing/outsourcing for NPOs in your
country. We distinguish two main types of support, namely funding and sourcing. Funding
is about concrete financial support, while sourcing is about giving services or facilitating
any commodity need.

Organisation

Eligible
recipients

Eligible
actions

Type of
contribution

Government

Students’
associations

Any kind of
funds
activity in the
university
field,
including
exchange
with other
universities
and
scientific,
formation,
and solidary
activities

http://www.educacionyfp.gob.
es/servicios-alciudadano/catalogo/organizac
iones-fundacionesempresas/ayudassubvenciones/asociacionesestudiantesuniversitarios.html

Government

Parents’
associations

Any kind of
educational
activity that
the parents
want to
develop with
the children
in the school

funds

https://www.jccm.es/tramitesy
gestiones/convocatoria-desubvenciones-dirigidasfinanciar-las-actividadeseducativas-de

Bank
Foundation

Social action Any kind of
funds
associations proposal that
contributes
to an
improvement
of the lives
of the
vulnerable
groups

https://www.fundacionbancos
antander.com/es/santanderayuda
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Link

Identify the main platforms gathering public (or also private) funds opportunities.

Name of the platform

Link

Migranodearena.org

https://www.migranodearena.org/

Goteo

https://en.goteo.org/

Lanzanos

https://www.lanzanos.com/

Identify the main crowd-funding platforms (digital fundraising).

Name

Kumiku

Main working theme

Solidarity projects

Link

https://www.kukumiku.com/
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Identify a success story in your country.

Brief description

The initiative was a virtual auction of art, including ceramics, paintings and sculptures.
The money raised at the auction was all given to the investigation of fibromyalgia.

Link

http://mestralonline.org/

Reward model

The persons who won the auction lot received the piece of art donated by an artist.

How they have engaged the donors – why was it so successful?

The campaign was quite successful, very visual and engaging. The idea that any person
can suffer from it was shocking and appealing. More than 8.000 euros was raised in a
month.

How have they updated the donors during the fundraising campaign?

Putting one thing sold after another, making the donor not being able to access the
product anymore.

Media of the campaign. Put any relevant media that can be useful to understand better
the success story you are describing. Copy-paste multiple rows in case of more medias.
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